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Nursing takes final step
toward full accreditation
By Christy Whiddon and
request was deferred until this year.
The two officials who reviewed the
Ben LaFrombois
The National League of Nursing LU nursing program reported to Dr.
visited campus on Nov. 17 and 18 Linda Miller, the chairman of the
paving the way for national recogni- nursing department, that "LU fully
tion and accreditation of the nursing met 36 of the 39 criteria which are
program. The delegates will recom- considered in accrediting university
mend approval to the official in March nursing programs."
"The two officials who reviewed
when the final vote takes place.
Accreditation by the NLN permits the school will recommend that LU
De
granted acstudents to enter
t^^^mmm^^mm ^mmmmmmmMM«
creditation as
graduate pro"The Lord really
we fully met 36
grams in nursing
of the 39 criteand enter the mili- blessed the program.
ria considered
tary which requires that nursing The Lord took us over for admission,"
Miller said.
enlistees graduate
insurmountable
The delegates
from NLN approblems."
from the NLN
proved schools.
—Linda Miller
will recomAccreditation Chairman of Nursing Department
mend that the
wiH permit the
"" LU nursing denursing depart- ~"
ment to be more selective, Miller com- partment be given full accreditation
for five years, Miller explained.
mented.
'The fact that we have a new build'The Lord really blessed the program," Miller said. 'The Lord took us ing in the old deli was one of the deciding factors in the delegates' deciover insurmountable problems."
The nursing department already sion to recommend ouraccreditation,"
received state accreditation but was Miller explained.
The nursing lab moved from the
not eligible for NLN accreditation
until the first nursing class graduated science hall to the deli's former location. The amount of space did not
in 1991.
The nursing faculty applied for increase, but "the space is used more
accreditation immediately after the efficiently," Miller said.
The addition of private faculty offirst nursing class graduated, but the

fices, a conference room and the new
lab were vital to the NLN's approval.
The three points that the nursing
program failed to pass include: inactivity of the faculty in the areas of
writing and research, one faculty
member docs not have a masters
degree in nursing and there is not a
faculty member with a masters degree in obstetrical nursing.
The faculty member without a masters in nursing will obtain the degree
next year, according to Miller, and the
faculty member that teaches obstetrical nursing will receive a second
masters in obstetrical nursing.
Within two years, Miller expects
that faculty will be able to concentrate on research and writing.
Miller described the work required

to overcome accreditation obstacles
tas, "the biggest challenge of my life."
"I consider this more important than
my dissertation," she added.
Miller has worked directly on NLN
accreditation since 1986, and plans
on moving forward now that the goal
has been accomplished.
'There are a lot of things we can
look into," Miller said. Miller would
like to implement a masters program.
"First, we have to do a feasibility
study," she explained. She expects it
will take three years before a masters
becomes program operational.

Champion receives award
By REBEKAH HURST
Club editor
The 1991-92 Liberty Champion
was recently ranked "All-American"
by the Associated Collegate Press to
which schools across the country can
submit their papers for evaluation..
The Champion received the highest possible ACP ranking by the ACP
for thefirsttimein the paper's lOyear
history.
This rank ijncluded four of the five
marks of distinction possible: cover-

age and content, writing and editing,
photography, art and graphics in
addition to layout and design.
The judge, James Satter, also
evaluated each section of the paper
on the basis of leadership.
A mark of distinction is given by a
ACP judge for exemplary work in
certain areas and is represented by
one or more exceptional stories.
The critique is based on specific
areas in each section of the paper
such as how well leads are written,

how well significant issues are covered and how much on-campus news
is recorded.
The judges also base distinctions
on the use of graphics and photography and how well each of them appears on the page.
Other areas of The Champion that
received compliments are as follows:
• Last year's news section received
recommendations from the ACP judge

phoW by R«h»Mn Prlnjte

An angelic Christmas. . .
GlftswHI be df£trfbMted to neecJychildren through the Liberty Nurses Student AssQciatioh
(LNSA) this year. Vicki Martin, senior adviser for LNSA, obtained the ehidrenfs names for
the Nursing Department through the Salvation Army.
Each child's name, along with the ch ild's age, sex and clothing size, was written on an angel
ornament and hung on a Christmas tree called the Angel Tree;
Nursing students, like Corina Chirla pictured above, were encouraged to take an angel, buy
a present for their child and place it under the Angel Tree.

See All American , Page 2

Professor accepts
research position

Senate passes bill to extend
curfew, increase study time

By PAMELA WALCK

By MICHELLE FANNIN

News Editor

Champion Reporter

then publish what they have learned,"
Shaibani explained. "Many of these
Dr. Saami J. Shaibani, associate residents have been in the practice for
professor of physics, was recently quite some time but have never
appointed to the position of Visiting learned how to conduct research or
Research Fellow of the department of did not know where to send their
surgery at a hospital affiliated with findings."
Although the topics researched
Temple University Medical School.
He will be responsible for directing will vary, they will be based on the
and conducting research projects on effects of impact on the human body
the role of physics in the human body. and the results of injuries.
Each project will entail a list of
Shaibani will work at the Conemaugh Memorial Hosiptal in 15,000 various aspects to research
Johnstown, Pa., with more than 20 and log. Shaibani developed this list
medical residents who are pursuing while working as an independent
further education through directed consultant at Oxford University in
England.
research.
'The residents will research the
The position, approved by Dr. A.
Pierre Guillermin, is not on salary at effect of force and how force is disthe hospital, but Shaibani feels that tributed in the body upon impact," he
the information available to him will explained.
Presently, Shaibani is working with
be worth the work.
"I will be instituting research proto- three differen t teams that are researchcol I developed by helping residents ing the results of kinetic energy in the
learn how to conduct research and body upon impact on the thoracic

Dr. Saami Shaibani
Assoc, prof, of physics
cavity (chest), cervical spine (neck)
and the pelvis.
Shaibani hopes to not only aid the
residents in learning about applying
knowledge, but he also hopes to incorporate this knowledge into the
courses he teaches at Liberty.
"By showing the applications of
physics, I will be enriching the course
for my students," Shaibani stated. "But
See Research, Page 3

A bill concerning the extension of
campus curfew hours passed the student senate by majority vote Thursday and could have far-reaching effects on the lives of Liberty students
who reside on campus.
The Resolution to Extend Campus
Curfew proposed "extending the oncampus curfew beyond 12 a.m. to 2
a.m. (meaning that the students must
be on campus through the guard shack
by 12 a.m. but shall be granted
privileges until 2 a.m.)"
Privileges include use of the library, computer labs, student center
and any other on-campus leisure activities allowable under the current
curlew policy.
"1 think this bill has (he potential to
be one of the greatest impacting bills
that we pass this semester," Senator
Jean-Marc Gadoury, author of the
resolution, stated.

The resolution was a result of extensive research conducted by the
Academic Affairs Committee and an
independent study group. The research was compiled into a 14-page
report which included a survey of 75
Liberty students. The survey revealed the following:
• 86 percent of students feel they
barely have enough time to prepare
for their classes.
• 78 percent study at night after
classes until curfew.
• 78 percent engage in leisure activity in the evening until curfew.
• 66 percent do not perceive their
dorm to be an acceptable place to
study.
• 18 percent study mostly after
curfew.
• 72 percent of the students are
unhappy with their schedules under
the current curfew policy and would
be more satisfied under the proposed
policy.

Other research compiled in preparation for this bill included interviews
with representatives from campus security, the dean of men's office and
residence life office.
The interviews showed that "a residence-oriented, 24-hour university is
an idea wormy of consideration."
Possible implementation of the bill
would not begin until after spring
break of 1993 and would go through
a "test period" prior to final implementation.
For the first five weeks after spring
break, the new curfew proposal would
be in effect only from Thursday to
Saturday of each week.
After this test period the 1992-93
executive officers and the university
administration will review and analyze the effectiveness of the new
curfew policy, suggest and consider
modifications and, if acceptable, plan
the full implementation of die policy
for the fall 1993 school year.

news

Page 2, The Champion
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Blood Drive to save
lives around region

By CHRISTY WHIDDON

the negative publicity regarding
needles and the danger of contagious
More than 190 units of blood were diseases.
"Because of fear of AIDS and other
collected by the Appalachian Region
American Red Cross during the sec- contagious diseases, many people
ond blood drive of the year, spon- are confused about giving blood and
believe that they will be exposed to
sored by Circle K.
The blood collected on Tuesday these diseases," Weedon stated.
and Wednesday, Dec. 1 and 2 will be "Actually, it is 100 percent imposdistributed throughout southwest sible to catch a disease by giving
Virginia and even into various parts
of West Virginia.
"It comes down to
The goal for the drive was to collect at least 120 units of blood each
the fact that blood is
day of the blood drive.
the priceless gift. It
On Tuesday, about 70 units were
donated, and on Wednesday, 115 units
cannot be made."
were collected.
—Melissa K. Weedon
"We lost a lot of units due to the
Donor
Resources
Consultant
sickness which is going around during thistimeof the year," Melissa K.
Weedon, Donor Resources Consult- blood. Every precaution is taken.
ant for the Appalachian Region, said. Every needle is sterile and immedi"On Tuesday, for instance, we had ately thrown away. Our nurses are all
about 100 students who wanted to required to meet strict dress requiredonate, but only about 65 to 70 of ments including rubber gloves and
them were eligible to donate,." she lab coats. The nurses are all specially
trained for their position and are
continued.
Weedon also pointed out that the experts in their field. There is never
holiday time is often when blood any contact between bloods."
Weedon also stated that the Red
banks are at yearly lows.
"When donors get sick, we really Cross has been extremely careful
hurt. Most donors are repeat donors regarding diseases and began testing
who regularly contribute, so when blood for AIDS in 1985 though the
they get sick the donor base drasti- disease was only detected in 1984.
After blood is donated, it is sent to
cally decreases. Additionally, at this
time of year people are busy prepar- regional headquarters where it undering for holidays and don't take time goes extensive testing over a period
of six to eight weeks.
to donate,"she explained.
Another problem that adds to the
Blood types are determined, as well
rapid depletion of the blood bank is as testing for contagious diseases, inChampion Reporter

photo by Jeff Cola

Kevin Strachan, who was injured in a car accident on campus Saturday, Dec.5, was aided
by a Liberty EMS team and a Lynchburg fireman.

All American Award
Continued from Page 1
because the "overall administration
and political coverage was very thorough."
The judge also felt that the coverage of local news was strong with the
overall news coverage of a good variety of campus events.
• In the feature section, Satter
commended various columns and especially felt that certain issues were
strong.
• The sports section received commendations for its "excellent baseball coverage."
• The editorial and opinion col-

umns were given exceptionally strong
marks regarding political coverage.
• Photography coverage was fairly
extensive according to the judges,
and the use of mug shots was commended.
• Layout and design was judged to
be "very strong, well balanced and
consistently good."
'The Champion is a very strong
paper in terms of news and sports
coverage. The number and variety of
articles in the paper are impressive,"
Satter stated.
"We're consistently trying to im-

prove all parts (of the paper) and
we've had steady improvement,
growth, circulation and coverage,"
Ann Wharton, adviser for The
Champion, said.
Wharton feels that with such high
marks given to last year's paper, the
staff will work even harder to improve for this year's evaluation.
In the past, the paper received
marks incl uding first class, with marks
of distinction, but the 1991-1992
year's paper received the highest
award ever received by The Liberty
Champion.

cluding AIDS, hepatitis and syphilis.
Once the blood is analyzed and
tested, the donor is contacted by mail.
At that time the donor is sent a donor
card, which tells him his blood type
and any problems which prevented
the blood from being utilized.
To avoid wasting resources, the
Red Cross requires each donator to
answer an in-depth questioning process with trained health professionals
who gather a medical history from the
donor.
Donors must be able to meet standards before they can give blood, and
every donor is examined before blood
is taken.
If the examiner feels there is anything which would cause the blood to
be bad or harm the donor by giving
blood, the donor is not allowed to
give blood.
Weedon encouraged all students to
give blood and said the next blood
drive will be held on Wednesday and
Thursday, Feb. 17 and 18, in the LU
Vines Center.
"I really encourage everyone to give
blood "Weedon said. "It comes down
to the fact that blood is the priceless
gift. It cannot be made. When a
person gives blood, that blood can be
used for four treatments.
"In Europe, 60 percentof the population gives blood regularly, whereas
in the U.S. only 4 percent gives regularly. When it comes down to it, if
you were in an accident, you would
expect the blood you needed to be
there- but it won't be if people don't
give," Weedon said.

Students inducted into Who's Who
By JOANNA TEDDER

given to the dean of the appropriate school.
Each school nominates a certain number
Ninety-six Liberty University students were of students, and the deans choose those who
recently selected for the 1993editionofWho's they feel deserve the honor sending the finalWho Among Students in American Uni- ized list of names to Who's Who.
versities and Colleges.
Students named to the book are chosen
The students are honored based on their from more than 1,400 higher learning instituperformance in academics, community serv- tions from 50 states and the District of Coice, leadership, extracurricular activities and lumbia in addition to several foreign nations.
LU students recognized include: Maryanne E.
potential.
"The best benefit is that all of these students Emmons, Dee Ann Flora, John W. Herder, Christy J.
Hindson.Kimberly C. King, Melissa E. Nickerson, Galen
qualify for a scholarship," Barbara Boothe, E. Peel, Evangeline E. Poggemiller, Amy M. Powell,
LU registrar, said.
Michael E. Duffy, Matthew S. Gregory, NeUl A. McFarIn order to be nominated, a student must land, Daniel V. Moga, Jason F. Parsons, Ronald D. Stein,
have accumulated at least 60 credit hours at Christopher M. Wick, Joel R. Willitts, Barry J. Asimos,
Wayne M. Robertson, Urlene E. Dick, Karl B. Shoetheir respective institution and have a GPA of maker, Terry L. Watkins, Jr., Kimberly T. Schneider,
photo by Jeff Cota
3.35 or better.
Brenda L. Woodhams, Lance E. Howe, Tammy Rence
The Vision, which recently signed a two year contract, will be playing in a
All LU students meeting these require- Rogers, Judilh M. Upton, Todd M. DeCourcy, Kelly K.
fund-raising concert at LU for MissionQuest, a part of Single Purpose.
ments were placed on a list which was then Endlich, Benjamin D. LaFrombois, David K. Pious,
Champion Reporter

Kevin J. Schulenburg, David S. Dawson, Jennifer S.
Fairfax, David Matthew Kirgan, Michael Edward Lind,
Daniel M. Mallory, William Brian Trippelt, Bryan Andrew Wyatt, Valerie Lynn Bales, James C. Berry, Barbara
A. Beutler, Wanice Larce Boyd, Jeremy James Brigham,
Corey Bruce Chasse, Cheryl Lynn Collins, Don A. Dupre,
Tamara Lynelte Evans, Sharon L. Fink, Karin Lynn
Godshall, Timothy Erik Gregory, Timothy Lincoln Harmon, William D. Harrington, Margaret L. Hodges, Kent
Jaffrey, Ellis Grace John, Melisa-Joanne Lehman, Michael Alan McClecry, Valerie Helen McGrath, Esther
Naomi Mills, Michelle Leigh Morris, Ryan Neal, Matthew K. Pellelier, Amanda Ruth Pitkin, Jennifer M. Rich,
Tara Danelle Robertson, Susan Devane Robey, Ernest
Michael Sarver, 13, Steven C Sear, Nestor D. Suan, Dawn
M. Summers, Ashley B. Trunnell, Wendy R. Ulm, Karri
Lynn Van Haitsma, Comendant Alin Voicu, Shannon K.
Wade, Amy L. Wagner, Lisa M. Wray, Sonya Gayle
Doulhat, Rebecca J. Enrico, Heather R. Hogue, Amic J.
Hopkins, Andrea L. Jones, Marisela S. Lawson, Capricia
A. Lee, Elsabcth R. Maka, Susan E. Matthews, Sheila K.
Miskimen, Shirley J. Miskimen, Amy J. Nelson, Christine
R. Ruggiero, Diane M. Sosa, Jennifer B. Klinger, Elaine
Graham, Tara E. Prowant, and Cynthia Bargabos.

Vision concert to raise
funds for mission trip
By REBEKAH HURST
Club editor

Single Purpose, a Sunday school class associated with Thomas Road Baptist Church,
and The Vision, a musical group comprised of
LU students, will be sponsoring a concert at
Liberty University on Dec. 12 at 9:30 p.m. in
the Multi-Purpose Center.
The money raised during the concert will
aid Single Purpose in sending young adults to
Mexico through Mission Quest, a group organized to reach unsaved children in central
Mexico.
'The concert will be the largest audio production of any group that has performed at
Liberty University," Jason Campbell, manager for The Vision, said. "It is really going
to be a big production. There will be more
audio (aspects in the concert) than any production at LU."
"We are working together with Single
Purpose to help raise funds for Mission Quest,"
Campbell said.
Single Purpose, a college-age class at

TRBC, provides a special Sunday school
program under the leadership of Doug Randlett, the singles pastor at TRBC.
The Vision is active at TRBC welcoming
newcomers and providing worship music for
the Sunday school class.
The missions trip is a way of providing an
opportunity for young adults to have a personal part in ministering to other people.
During the missions trip workers will learn
the importance of teamwork, Christian unity,
answered prayer and living by faith.
Methods of ministry in Mexico range from
a number of construction projects and singing
and playing instruments to distributing gospel tracts and drama.
The trip will last two weeks and is expected
to impact hundreds of Mexicans.
The Vision recently signed a two-year
contract with Cotton Productions Audio, a
concert production audio booking company.
Tickets for The Vision concert will be sold
Dec. 9-11 in the DeMoss atrium for $2 each.
Ticket sale times are to be announced.

Campus Calendar

• Vision concert in Multi-Purpose Building
Dec. 12 at 9,30 p.m., tickets - $2
• Late night activities for Dec. 11 include:
Skating, bowling and the YMCA.
• Monday night football at David's Place
on Monday, Dec. 14 at 9 p.m.

More than 100 Liberty University students participated in the department of fine arts Christmas program
Saturday, Dec. 5, in the Multi-Purpose Center. The musical program included pieces from Handel's "Messiah"
and traditional Christmas songs like "Ring the Bells" and "Do You Hear What I Hear?"

FREE

""• Speakers in chapel for this week include:
Wednesday
Dr. Falwell
Friday
Dr. David Randlett
Monday
No chapel

1
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Students to spread tidings
of great joy during holidays
By MATTHEW MCKNOWN
Champion Reporter

More than 38 Liberty students will be ministering to people in Eastern Europe, Japan
and Costa Rica during the Christmas holidays.
'The biggest misconception people have is
that they have to be able to sing or act in order
to be useful," Wes Tuttle^ associate director
of Light Ministries, said.
"Cross-cultural trips are probably the best
way to see how the world needs Christ,"
Sherry Laws, a sophomore nursing major
going to Japan, said.
The trip to Japan, headed by campus pastor
Duane Carson, will be ministering on the
island of Osaka.
While in Osaka, the ministry team plans to
sing Christmas carols and preach in local

military bases, conference halls andchurches.
Dan Fuji, a missions major and the only
fluent speaker of Japanese in the group, was
raised in Japan.
"The Japanese people arc hard to witness
to. Usually, they just don't see a need (for
salvation)," Fuji said. "They arc more open
around Christmas because they like to listen
to American carols."
Dr. William Mathemy, head of the Costa
Rican campaign, has been working with Bcv
Lahaye and Tultle to organize the trip.
Tuttle describes the trip as an "Indiana
Jones kind of campaign." The goal will be to
repair aCostaRican national school and minister to the surrounding villages at night.
The group will also participate in rides into
the Costa Rican jungle and on a boat ride
along various waterways.

"It's a good opportunity for students to get
exposed to a rural setting of old fashion missions," Mathemy said.
Of the 12 LU students going on this trip,
only two have raised all their money, but
everyone has at least hal f of the needed funds.
Tuttle and Rob Jackson arc heading the trip
to Eastern Europe.
Once in Europe, the group will split in half
with one group going to Czechoslovakia and
the other remaining in Budapest.
Both groups will be taking Christian literature to distribute, supplying medicine for
orphanages, raising money to build churches
and making plans for a larger group to arrive
in the summer of '93.
"I want to open my eyes to the world's
need for the Lord," Matt Sargent, sophomore
telecommunications major, said.

LU language department to form
language alliance, resource, co-op
By WENDY WILLSON

"They all expressed a real interest in having

Champion Reporter

The modem language department met with
eight individuals representing area Christian
high schools and home school parents to
discuss forming an alliance that would provide students with opportunities to have contact with additional resources at Liberty University and fellow language students.
"Basically, one of the things happening in
foreign language education is the realization
of a gap between what's available to teachers
on high school levels and university levels,"
Sharon Hahnlen, instructor of French, said.
"In Virginia, many colleges are forming
alliances with high school teachers. This is
happening mainly in the secular schools and
in the larger areas. We're trying to provide
Christian schools and home schools with the
same opportunities that are available in the
public schools. We have the facilities, the
equipment, the resources that Christian schools
in the area do not have," she continued.

"Basically, one of the contact and working together to provide
things that's happening opportunities for their students. All participants expressed an interest in continuing
in foreign language edu- contact with each other," Hahnlen said.
cation is the realization of In addition, this alliance is designed to
field experience for LU students in
a gap between what's provide
the four modern language majorsfieldexpeavailable to teachers on rience.
the high school level and "It will give our language majors an outlet
to have some contact with and input with
the university level."
students in the school systems, to participate

Getting into the holiday spirit...
The Christmas spirit was exhibited Friday night during a time of entertainment and holiday refreshments at the SGA Coffee House.
Both the 7:00 and 9:30 shows were sold out.
Performances varied from comedy to traditional Christmas carols with
more than 20 stage participants, including Sarah Abbas pictured above.
Coffees and cakes were served by students who worked long hours to
create a successful evening.
Toyland Spectacular will receive the profits of this event.

—Sharon Hahnlen
LU French nstructor

in foreign language activities such as competitions, fairs, and tutoring. It will give the
language clubs an outlet for cultural activiThe Nov. 10 meeting brought the LU mod- ties. We, as a language department, (have
ern language department in contact with teach- had) no contact with language teachers in
ers from Liberty Christian Academy, Tim- Christian high schools in the area," she said.
berlake Christian School, New Covenant
The foreign language department will be
Schools, Godparent Home and home school sending out letters to plan another meeting.
parents.
They are also planning to hold a small foreign
Seven other individuals were contacted but language competition in the spring that will
were unable to attend the meeting.
feature performances and activities.

Debate ranks fifth in nation;
JV teams show improvement

— Research

By JOANNA TEDDER

Continued from Page 1

Champion Reporter

most importantly, I want to use this as a
ministry opportunity. The community does
not realize that we are not just a tiny Baptist
college with a football team but that we are
also educationally minded. This will enhance
the academic flavor of LU."
Shaibani also used his academic abilities
for Christ on a recent return trip from
Johnstown when he was seated beside a BMW
engineer.
'The gentleman saw me grading papers
and asked me what I was doing. When I told
him I was a teacher of physics, he asked
where. And I told him at Liberty University,"
Shaibani said. "He looked surprised to see an
'educated' man working at a tiny Baptist

school. But this is my form of outreach and have done in the past and realize that I would
not be at a 'dumb' or 'stupid' school. This
opportunity to witness."
Previous to coming to Liberty in 1991, gives LU more credibility among people in
Shaibani was an individual consulant in north- the science field," Shaibani said.
Though a physics department has not been
em Virginia for four years.
established
at Liberty, Shaibani hopes that
He is orginally from England, graduated
during
his
tenure,
he will be able to develop
from Oxford and worked as a consultant for
and
organize
a
strong
department.
an American firm in England after graduHe
also
plans
to
take
trips with his physics
ation.
classes
to
present
papers
at conference.
Shaibani is the author of numerous papers
"Hopefully
the
Lord
can
use this to help
and articles in medical journals. Since comspread
the
gospel
because
there
is a great
ing to LU, he has had more than 50 journal
need
for
more
Christians
in
the
physics
comarticles published.
munity,"
he
said.
"When my name is recognized as a part of Liberty Uni— — —
versity, people look at what I t

FREE TRIP TO CANCUN
MEXICO!
Sun bound vacations needs campus representatives to organize a
small group for Spring Break 1993, and earn a free trip to Cancun,
Mexico—call 800 Sun Trek (800 786-8735) for complete
information and free gift. Sororities, Fraternities, Clubs and
Associations are invited to inquire.

1*800*$UN*TREK
1*800*786*8735

*mm>
Jewel Box

Seasons Greetings From Sal's
Large 1 Topping

PIZZA $5.99

With this coupon

Fort

The Most For Your Money
10% Additional Savings
w i t h Student or Faculty I.D.
on current Sale Prices

DIAMONDS
WATCHES
W E D D I N G BANDS
14K C H A I N S

E235 RIVER RIDGE MALL
LYNCHBURG, VA 24502
STORE PHONE 237-5211

The Liberty University debate team placed
two pairs in the semi-final round during the
competition at Wake Forest University before Thanksgiving break.
Presently the team is ranked fifth in the
nation, only four points away from third
place.
The novice teams of Abe Pafford and Kristen Hakala, Jonathan Barr and Mark Watts
advanced to semi-final rounds.
The junior varsity teams of Sandy Nolcs
and Stephen Henkcl and Adam Milan and
Mike Lind debated in the varsity competition
but did not advance to further competition.

"It's an eye-opening experience," David
Kcster, assistant debate coach, commented
on J V debaters competed on the varsity level.
"Basically what it came down to was the level
of experience."
"They (the J V teams) debated well, and we
got compliments from coaches who were
hearing the debates," Janet Picrpoint, head
debate coach, said. "Our teams are really
improving."
Competition at Towson Statctook place
last weekend. Results were unavailable at
press time.
"Our goal is to make up the difference (in
the rankings) this weekend (atTowson State),"
Picrpoint explained.

Village
237-6256
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only
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Editorial
"...Where the spirit of the
Lord is, there is Liberty."
II Corinthians 3:17

Champion examines
the role of the press
As the semester comes to a conclusion, The Champion editorial
board feels that in light of the controversy raised by the editorial page,
the role of the press needs explanation.
The press possesses not a muted voice one but one of significant
influence. Editorial writershave'-caryedoutfortheniselves more secure
and more prominent positions in relation to their publishers and to their
communities,"Kenneth Rystrom said in his book*The Why* Who and
How of the Editorial Page."
While it remains true that editorial writers have positions of influence
in a community, their influence should not be used to try to manipulate
the public.
So many times, the press becomes inebriated in the effl uvia of its own
verbosity. In other words, they become engrossed in their influence and
power. However, the editorial page was not created for this purpose.
Originally, the press did little to distinguish news from opinion and
basically reported their opinion of the news. However, they were not
using their influence and power to change the attitudes and opinions of
thepublic. lliey were simply voicing their opinion and raising an issue
for the public to ponder,
Inrecehtyears^ the press has changed the role of the editorial page and
other non-opinion pages. An honest look at the recent election proves
this fact. The media virtually brainwashed the American public into
believing their tainted reporting.
For examples during 23 hours of campaign network "news" campaign
coverage reporters dominated with 71 percent of the time while candidates received only 12 percent according to USA Today graphic.
Obviously, this epitomizes an abuse of power and an act of irresponsibility. True, the press holds a great deal of influence; however, this
power should be seen as a responsibility not a privilege.
The role of the press and especially of the opinion page remains not
to directly influence or change the minds of its readers. The press should
intelligendy present an argument to the public and let them form their
own conclusions about the argument.
The press possesses the power, to some extent, toehange the attitudes
and beliefs of the public. But this power exemplifies itself only to the
degree that the public permits their minds to be manipulated. A comatose public will find itself at the mercy of a manipulative press.
The presshas^acquired this power because the American people are
too lazy to think for themselves. They rely on the media to formulate
their opinions for them. The media cannot be blamed for the lack of
motivation on the part of the public.
"W^ should be the rnotiyatidn behind an opinion article? An opinion
article should foster critical thinking and persuade the reader not to necessarily agree with the point raised but at lest consider the rationality of
the argument and think critically about the points raised.
If one reads simply to find fault with a particular viewpoint, the role,
of the press^ becdfhes miscdhstrued. If an individual refuses to think
about and consider alternate viewpoints, they misunderstandthemotive
behind which the pressraised the question.
The solution to this problem relies on both the press and thepublic.
The press needs to realize that its primary purpose remains to foster
critical thinkingnot to manipulate the opinions of the public: Thepublic
also must think critically of what they are fed by the press, instead of
blindly accepting evefy word.

Revive the spirit of Christmas
In anticipation of the upcoming Christmas vacation, the Champion
editorial board would like to encourage all students to keep the true
purpose of Christmas in mind,
Christmas has always been a time to fellowship with friends and
family and to exchange gifts and warin sentiments. However, Christmas
is so much mdre than all of that. It is the celebration of our Lord's birth.
Yet, somehow, we often lose sightpf this fact, We get so caught up in
the spirit oi Christmas itself, that the simplicity and purity of Christmas
gets lost.
Especially with the secular world doing everything in its power to curb
the true purpose of Christmas, Christians need to stand up and let the
world see how Christmas should be celebratedLet's not let the secular world destroy the motivation behind the
celebration of Christmas, Christians need to keep the true spirit of
Christmas alive and well.
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Reading enhances knowledge
Christmas break presents vast opportunities to develop one's faculty. Last week this
column described a vast portion of the Xgeneration as puppies—just as many boomers are YUPPIES.
Well, puppies are their own creation largely
because they care nothing for developing
their minds through reading.
Reading broadens one's knowledge and
allows one to refine his thinking. When one
broadens his knowledge and ability to discern
through an improved mind a maturing takes
place that permits one to refine his judgement.
It is important to refine one's judgement
because a person must make choices every
day, and the quality of choices one makes
directly relates to his ability to judge alternatives. Reading improves judgement.
Look at how America chooses its leaders
and then look at the leaders and heroes presented in films. Was Robin Hood in the film
"Prince of Thieves" or Hawkeye in "Last of
the Mohicans" true leaders? Reading about
leaders provides the answer.
Just as many Americans considered Robin
Hood and Hawkeye to be leaders, it appears,
by many of the choices made in American
society, that the average American mind
contains as much thoughtful substance and
critical judgement as a twinkie contains
wholesome food and promotes physical wellbeing.

Ben
La Frombois
Editor

The Fountainhead
And, just as if one desires a high level of
physical conditioning they cannot consume
many twinkies, so one cannot obtain a high
level of mental conditioning by consuming
low quality or trivial written or performed
material.
What should be desireable for the average
American is a command to Christians. The
Bible commands Christians to defend their
faith.
Presenting a ready defense of the Christian
faith requires a keen faculty of knowledge in
superior working order.
Jonathan Edwards said, "This endeavor to
make progress in such knowledge ought not to
be attended to as a thing by the bye, but all
Christians should make a business of it. They
should look upon it as a part of their daily
business and no small part of it neither..."
He continued, "But we cannot make a business of the improvement of our intellectual
faculty, any otherwise;than by making a business of improving ourselves in actual knowledge.
"So that those who make not his very much
their business; but instead of improving their

understanding to acquire knowledge, are
chiefly devoted to their inferior power — to
please their senses and gratify their animal
appetites — not only behave themselves in a
manner not becoming Christians, but also act
as if they had forgotten that they are men, and
that God hath set them above the brutes, by
giving them understanding."
A Christian must endeavor to obtain a high
level of proficiency in Chrisuan knowledge if
he hopes to provide an answer to every man
who inquires of the faith.
Greater knowledge also produces greater
competence at the task one endeavors —
secular or Christian. Greater knowledge leads
to greater competence and faith of which
"Chrisuan hope is nothing more than the
constancy of faith," John Calvin wrote. A
greater faith will also provide a greater hope.
At this point in America the general citizenry lacks hope. America elected a normally
unclectable president, hoping for something.
The level at which America and the church
has been thinking leaves little hope for there is
no substantive knowledge for what to hope or
to deal with those who tell him for what to
hope.
If America and the church are to rise again
every person must exercise one of his greatest
gifts — his faculty.
One should expand his knowledge base,
exercise the faculty. Think deep. Hope deep.
Read deep. Read, young man, read!

'White' lies depict human nature
"Lying—Everybody's doin' it! Honest!"
The cover of Time captured the true essence
of human nature. Unfortunately this human
folly has overflowed into Christianity.
"Thou shalt not bear false witness" seems
to hold little or no weight for many Christians
today.
Lest I be accused of making a hellacious
generalization in assuming that all Christians
lie, let me clarify myself.
Not all Christians lie. Maybe not even the
majority of Christians lie. However, too
many Christians don't think twice about a
little "white" lie here and there.
Personally, this is a difficult area in which
to remain pure and undefiled before the Lord.
Lying is one of the easiest sins to commit.
Yet, it is an extremely addictive behavior.
Once a such a pattern is formed, reversing the
pattern becomes increasingly difficult.
Colossians 3:9-10 states "Do not lie to one
another, since you laid aside the old self with
its evil practices and have put on the new self
who is being renewed to a true knowledge
according to the image of the One who

Champion Policies
The Champion encourages members of the
community to submit letters to the ediior on any
subject.
Letters should not exceed 400 words. The
Champion requests that all letters be typed and
signed. Letters appearing in the Forum do not bear
the imprimatur of The Champion's editorial
board or Liberty University.
Also, all articles, except the editorial, bear die
endorsement of the auihor, solely.
All material submitted becomes the properly of
The Champion. The Champion reserves die right
to accept, reject or edit any letter received, according to The Champion stylebook.
The deadline is 6 p.m. Wednesday.
Please address all letters to "Editor, The Cham plon" and drop ihem off in DH 109 or mail to The
Champion, Liberty University, Lynchburg, VA,
24506-8001.

Brandi
Barnum
Opinion Editor

The Christian Viewpoint
created him."
This verse should bring powerful conviction to many who thoughtlessly spew forth lie
after lie, day after day.
Christians often seem to justify their lies by
calling them "little," "white" or "necessary"
lies. Well.remembertheoldsaying:aroseby
any other name is still a rose.
"Little" lies such as "tell him I'm not here"
and "tell the professor I was sick" seem to slip
unnoticed out of the mouths of many. I do not
wish to appear as being above this. I must
admit these very same things have escaped
through my own lips.
Those Christians who have disciplined
themselves not to tell blatant lies often get
caught in the Uap of covering for others and
thus still committing the deadly sin of lying.

"Party, what party? Sally is in the library
studying." Believe it or not, folks, lying for
someone else is just as bad as lying for
yourself. If you are going to lie—at least get
something out of it for yourself, not someone
else. (Of course that is what the world believes — not me personally).
This same dishonesty often flows over into
the classroom. "Hey, man will you sign me
in?" That is definitely a tempting one, but it
is the worst type of lie. If you ask someone to
sign you in, you are putting that person in a
very tight spot and asking them to lie for you.
This is almost worse than lying yourself. You
are not only committing the sin but asking
someone else to do the same.
Next time you feel the urge to let a "white"
lie ooze out of your mouth. Think twice.
Don't let "little" lies interrupt your fellowship with God.
Besides, look where lying got Bill Clinton.
Well, okay it paid off for him, but for how
long? Well, okay, four years is a long time,
but who wants to be married to Hilary
Clinton?

Military doesn't need homosexuals
Well, isn't life full of surprises? Who would
have guessed that Bill Clinton would start
messing up his presidency even before he becomes president ?
He has dug himself into a hole that, frankly,
will be hard to escape from without losing
some of the valuable political capital he needs.
During the presidential campaign, Clinton
was asked by the Human Rights Campaign
Fund, the largest homosexual rights group in
the nation, if he would sign an executive order
to allow homosexuals in the military.
Clinton said, "Yes." Then U.S. District
Judge Terry Hatter ordered the restoration of
Keith Meinhold, a 30-year-old petty officer
discharged last year because he announced he
was homosexual.
After the ruling, Clinton was again asked
by reporters if he was going to fulfill his campaign promise. Clinton said, "Yes."
The military establishment is violently
against a proposition to accept homosexuals
in. In visits to troops all over the country, Col.
Tom Byrne, spokesman for the Association
of the U.S. Army, said that an overwhelming
number of soldiers support die ban.
Gen. Gordon Sullivan, chief of staff for the
army, and Gen. Colin Powell, the chairman of

Jason
Williams
Staff Columnist

Right Corner
the joint chiefs of staff, are ardenUy opposed
to lifting the ban. Powell even said "allowing
homosexuals in the military is prejudicial to
good order and discipline." Even Clinton's
own military adviser, Adm. William Crowe,
who served in Powell's positions before he
retired, hales ihe idea.
So what is the problem, Bill? One would
assume in a situation where national security
is at possible risk and where your own advisers are against the idea, you would reconsider.
I mean these guys have been there.
I guess Bill knows best, seeing how he has
been to war before, that is, if the war on decent
values counts.
Bill and the rest of the liberals are saying
now that it doesn't matter if someone is a
homosexual or not. All dial matters is their
conduct. They attempt to link what happened
in die '50s widi ihe blacks being segregated in

the military to the situation now. It doesn't
work.
"Skin color is a benign, non-behavioral
characteristic. Sexual orientation is perhaps
the most profound of all behavioral characteristics. Comparison ... is convientient but
invalid," said Powell. He is right.
The point of the whole controversey is not
the fact that homosexuals may not fight well,
but that they would seriously affect what
happens in military situations.
Homosexuals are known also a high-risk
group for contracting AIDS. So if they were
wounded in batde, their is a large chance of
them becoming a serious threat to their own
comrades.
Furthermore, what would happen if they
had to give blood on the battle field?
I think what happened in the NBA sums it
up best. Magic Johnson.
Remember him? His own teammates
where afraid to play a simple game of basketball with him after they saw him get a little
scratch on the court.
Can you imagine what would happen in ihe
middle of a war with a homosexual bleeding
all over you or another soldier. Let's hope we
don't have to find out.
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Christmas often focuses on materialism, not Christ
By ALLISON BROPHY
Champion reporter

The season of Jesus has progressively turned
into the season of materialism. People no
longer consider Christmas as the time when
they are supposed to reflect upon the blessed
Redeemer's birth but as the time where they
can see who will get the most expensive Gucci
watch. Even in Christian communities, Christmas has lost its primary focus—Jesus. This
lack of focus leads to the real problem of
unfilled searching people.
This lack of focus leads to the real problem
of unfilled, searching people.
It is all fine and well that people give gifts
to each other during the Christmas season, but
it should never override the true purpose. Too
many times, people get caught up in the

trimmings and forget the whole reason for the
festivities.
A popular sweatshirt in a New Jersey high
school during the holiday seasons was one
that read GIMME! GIMME! GIMME! in red
and green letters. And that is exactly the
attitude of most of those in the holiday spirit.
The true reason of Christmas is not to get or to
give but to praise the Christ who saved the
world from eternal damnation.
But as always, secular America has managed to distort anything that might make reference to Christianity and therefore, Christmas is just a multi-million dollar supersale.
And if that isn't enough, liberals like the
ACLU want to rob whatever true meaning of
Christmas is left from public schools and
communities in general.

A few years back, some anti-Christian group
wanted to forbid manger scenes of any kind in
public schools claiming that such displays of
outright Christianity crossed the line ofchurch
and state. Come on people, the slightest
representation of Christ convicts you?
Fortunately, Christmas has always been a
part of America, secular or not and hopefully
it always will be. By taking the manger scene
out of Christmas, many people who may not
even be Christians would still feel something
was missing.
Despite all the gift giving and pretended
good will towards one another, it is evident to
many people after the festivities are over that
no gift ever delivers what they are truly longing for.
What they long for deep down in their

greedy hearts is a connection to the eternal—
something no train set or bicycle can provide.
And when it is all over, if people have been
locked into the secular mind-set of Christmas,
then they are left with post-Christmas depression.
Usually, the feeling is blamed on too much
food or a great reliance on credit cards, but it
has much more to do with unfulfilled expectations than it does with unwise indulgence.
So despite popular belief, Christmas without Christ cannot make one happy. After all
the gifts are unwrapped and the over-rich
Christmas dinner has been eaten and all the
men are sitting in the living room with their
pants busting open from too much food, there
is always that empty feeling for those who
don't know Christ

Christmas season
spurs economy

Christians seek
entertainment in
the wrong places
learning and school-aged children
whose minds are habituated to the
Champion reporter
The age of communication has easy pleasures of viewing may well
brought the age of entertainment. find the culture of the school an alien
Advertising agencies compete through one." (Education Digest, Feb. 1991)
Organizations such as the TV Bustthe print and electronic media to see
ers,
led by Minnesota elementary
who can show the most skin.
teacher
Pat Marker, encourage chilDesensitized viewers are blessed
dren
to
turn
off their televisions and
by shows centering around human
do
constructive
things such as homemisery such as "Rescue! 911" and
work
and
reading.
Organizations such
numerous police shows that show
as
Marker's
try
to
halt
the "coach poshoot-outs, drug busts and car accitato
syndrome,"
but
the
glut of enterdents. Nightly news broadcasts retainment
thrown
at
the
young consemble gore movies such as "Faces of
sumer
is
overwhelming.
Death" with their coverage of plane
Christians are not immune to the
crashes, train wrecks and murder
desire
for entertainment. Ornate
victims.
places
of worship which are well
In essence of the entertainment
equipped
with technological equipage (perhaps being somewhat redunment
and
use extremely structured
dant and anti-climatical), Madonna
worship
formats
often seem pharisaic
has shed yet more of her clothing.
in
nature.
Society's need to be amused has
No well established ministry is
resulted in a glut of entertainment
complete
without its own rendition of
The consumer's attention span is
the
"Lawrence
Welk Show." Wellthe underlying concern of advertising
orchestrated
sound
tracks, complete
executives, newspaper designers and
with
synchronized
hand
movements
television producers. Ads are deand
other
gestures,
fall
under
the guise
signed to capture and hold "the
of
worship.
Performances
and
perreader's interest." Newspaper headformers
should
never
be
used
as
lines draw the reader in, and "white
pseudonyms
for
praise.
This
kind
of
space" breaks up the article so that the
practice
should
be
given
its
proper
reader will not feel overwhelmed.
Children raised in the Nintendo attribution: pageantry.
Would today's Christians fare
age are said to be more obese and less
well
at the revival services of Finney,
physically active than children 20
Spurgeon
and Edwards? These men
years ago. A more serious problem is
presented
services where thousands
the type of programing ingested into
of
participants
stood for hours at a
children's minds.
time
listening
to
sermons of great
David Hamburg.president of the
substance?
Carnegie Corporation, said in his book
In these services, the speaker's voice
"Today's Children: Creating a
carried
to the masses without the aid
Future for a Generation in Crisis"
of
public
address equipment Serthat the average 18-year-old spends
mons
of
conviction
and power, not
20,000 hours watching television and
meant
to
tickle
the
ears
of the listener
11,000 hours in school. Teens may
,
but
to
challenge
them.
also view as many as 18,000 murders
In contrast, a good study would
and are annually exposed to 9,000
be
the small underground churches in
scenes of television sex.
countries
where Christianity is
Even "Sesame Street," long held
banned.
in high regard for its educational
Christians in these countries have a
content, is not without fault Jane M.
passionate
thirst for biblical knowlHealy gives a 10-point thesis as to
edge,
not
a
need
for merriment and diwhy the show should not be labeled
version.
educational. The content is actually
A question Christians need to ask is
very confusing to children.
"How
would Christ conduct a worHealy says, "Children immersed
ship
service?"
from birth in the spicy sensory bouilJut as the children of America need
labaisse of visual immediacy will not
to
put down the Nintendo paddles and
become readers unless they have
pick
up a book, Christians should put
soaked up therichbroth of language
down
their microphones and put sinandreflection. Preschoolers who have
cerity
back in the service.
been sold gimmicks in the name of

And so Christmas after Christmas goes by
for those who don't believe in the Redeemer
and always the rush to buy the presents and
then the overwhelming disappointment that it
has gone by again and still it didn't fulfill as
they hoped it would have last year.
Yes, Christmas has lost its focus in America and it is way over commercialized but
underneath it all there are a lot of souls who
are crying for someone to show them why we
really do celebrate Christmas.
The manger is here to stay and so are the
presents but it is imperative that Christians
keep the true meaning of Christmas in mind at
all times. Christians should also take into
consideration that Jesus would want them to
reach out to the hurting souls on His birthday
just as much as any other day.

holiday season."
Becauseretailsamass over one third
The upcoming Christmas holiday of all profits from the Christmas peis eagerly anticipated by college stu- riod, optimism swept through the
dents immensely. Worn out from a ranks.
semester of mind-taxing work, the
However, a headline in the January
brief respite from therigorsof college 4,1988 Advertising Age read, "Relife is greatly appreciated.
tailers face a tough year." ApparRetailers around the country, ently, earnings over the previous year
however, approach the coming date were small, if any, and retailers were
with hesitant expectations. The day forced to trim their profit margin by
after Thanksgiving is often referred slashing prices to be rid of huge over
to as Black Friday by store managers stocked inventories.
and personnel.
What triggers this phenomenon of
The name denotes fear and appre- low consumer spending? Is the econhension and righUy so. Store em- omy solely to blame? With the nation
ployees dread the happy throngs of now in the vicinity of 95 percent
Christmas shoppers who will descend employment, this can not be the full
upon their establishments while store cause.
management just hopes the crowds
Maybe consumers are fed up with
will appear.
Christmas music in August and stores
With so much discussion about the being decorated in September.
economy, will the day turn boom or Children's toy commercials every 20
bust? Perhaps with anew administra- minutes during primetimeand holition in the wings, consumers will day specials may breed Christmas
renew their love for spending and disgust instead of cheer, and turn even
the jolliest Santa into the Grinch.
spend.
Perhaps people have grown tireWith the pseudo-recession nearing
a close (Those with jobs are asking, some of the materialistic extravaganza
"When did it begin?"), retailers can Christmas has been reduced to, and
probably expect to find hordes of want to enjoy one that is less cl uttered
optimistic shoppers outside their doors with trimmings and glitter.
So, this Christmas do not be disafter the 27th of November.
But the hustle and bustle of the mayed by huge crowds and busy
Friday is not always a good indication parking lots of the local mega-mall.
of potential consumer spending over Instead, realize the merchant's need
the holiday season. For instance, in for the quick jolt the economy gets
November 1988, Advertising Age from the Christmas shopping spree,
reported that "Consumers had loos- while enjoying the holiday for what it
ened their purse strings and gone on a is: the celebration of the birth of our
binge" and that 'This is a very robust Lord.

By BRENT TRIMBLE
Champion reporter

By BRENT TRIMBLE

Students need to adhere to honor code
By WENDY WILLS0N
Champion reporter

The Bible may seem like a book of
confining rules and regulations to a
new believer. It is not. It is open to
interpretation by the believer through
the leading of the Holy Spirit.
To a new Liberty student, the Liberty Way may seem like a book of
confining rules and regulations. It is.
However, even rules are open to interpretation.
Possibly the most oppressive section of the Liberty Way is that of the
honor code policy. We, as Christians,
are accustomed to accepting responsibility for our own sins; however, we
are uncomfortable with accepting
responsibility for our neighbor's lifestyle.
In addition, obedient Christians who

are willing to submit to the authority
of the honor code are unsure of what
it actually means. Students are responsible for taking action if they
"witness what they consider to be an
infraction of school policy" (Liberty
Way, p.5). But what each student
considers to be improper personal
contact, malicious horseplay or violation of the music code depends on
personal standards.
Furthermore, "A student who (ignores) major infractions ... may be
deemed as responsible as the person
who violates the school policy." Well,
what is a major infraction? Is it an
eight-reprimand offense, a 12-reprimand offense or a 16-reprimand offense?
There are four possible solutions
for interpreting the honor code.

First, one can consider every infraction a major infraction and verbally express this view. This practice
fosters a legalistic and Pharisaical
attitude. Matthew 7 begins, "Judge
not that you be not judged" (NKJV).
The chapter continues to exhort the
believer to examine himself first
This attitude causes strife between
roommates and friends. Jesus didn't
spend his time criticizing the disciples to destroy their friendship. He
exhorted them to glorify God.
The second option is the other extreme, ignoring the honor code completely.
This may seem a practical option in
terms of interpersonal relationships,
but it is in direct violation of the
authorities God has placed over us. It
also shows a lack of concern for the

spiritual walk of fellow students and
Liberty's reputation.
Thirdly, one can leave the particular instance to his own judgment. If
one's judgment is reliable, this would
be a positive solution. Judgment,
however, is relative and lends itself
to situational ethics.
Thefinalsolution is to look at the
situation as a whole. Ignore petty
issues, but remain sensitive to sin.
Examine your own life before judging others. Pray. Remember that
confronting is more Biblical than
reporting.
Many students struggle with the
implications of an honor code. We
must keep in mind that the honor
code was meant to serve the students.
The students were not meant to serve
the honor code.

LU Forum
Democrats question issue of compassion
Editor:
I felt it necessary to respond to the
article in the November 11th issue of
The Champion entitled "Democrats
receive club charter, plan future." I
found the goals of the club interesting
to say the least.
Trying to "educate" the Republicans on campus about what Democrats stand for will accomplish the
opposite of what they want
We are already aware that their
party stands for everything anti-God,
anti-family and anti-free enterprise.
Trying to paint the Democratic party
as a bunch of middle of the road moderates will not succeed here as it did in
the general election.
I was shocked that Mr. Wagner
seems to think that we Republicans
are lacking in compassion for others.
I do believe that it was President

George Bush that signed the Americans with Disabilities Act and VicePresident J. Danforth Quay le who cosponsored the Job Training legislation when he was a senator.
Besides, Liberty students are active in the community helping others
in need.
Mr. Wagner'sapparentdistressover
how easy it is to gel an abortion is so
touching.
It's your party who has fought so
hard to keep the abortion mills running over time since 1973.
If the Democratic party leaders really believed in discussing alternatives to abortion then why did they
refuse to allow the pro-life governor
of Pennsylvania, Gov. Casey speak at
their national convention in New
York?
Mr. Wagner's parly claims to be

the protectors of free speech, however I've observed they only support
an individual'srightto free speech if
it supports and reflects their liberal
agenda.
Furthermore, LU students are not
close-minded. They simply know the
truth about the Democratic party and
refuse to participate in a party that
stands for such a liberal and destructive agenda.
Mr. Wagner and Mr. Bills, along
with their small group of cohorts may
be planning to attend Gov. Clinton's
inaugural ball, but all they will really
be doing is supporting a baby killer
whose economic policies are nothing
more than a recipe for disaster that
have been tornrightout of a worn out
Jimmy Carter cookbook and put in a
deceptive new binder.
Forrest R. Cook

Young Democrats praised
for community involvment
Editor:
I was interested to read in the Champion that the Young Democrats Club
participated in a food drive for the
Thanksgiving holiday. It pleased me
to read that Rodney Bills stated,
"Helping the needy has always been
a goal of the Democratic Party."
I take this to mean that the Young
Republicans and the rest of the campus for that matter, can count on the
Young Democrats to continue to
support the needy, underprivileged,
and unrepresented in our society.
No doubt the Young Democrats
will be eager to show support for the
unborn children in the upcoming
"March for Life" in Washington D.C..
They will be a welcome addition to
the pro-life contingent that will be

there.
Perhaps, in keeping with their
Democratic ideals, the Young Democrats will join in the fight for equality
and stand against the minority of
homosexual activists who seek special protection at the expense of the
Constitution.
1 am sure that the entire campus is
gladdened to know that the Young
Democrats say that they are committed to the same principles and values
that most Liberty students are.
Rodney Bills, I am pleased to be
able to count on the support of the
Young Democrats in opposing abortion, homosexual activism, and other
areas where life and freedom are
threatened.
Karl Shoemaker

Clapper revolts
Editor:
"Have Worship Services Gone
Astray?" This is the headline that
screamed at me as I opened The
Champion. As I continued to read
the article, I became disgusted.
Is it really a matter of life or death
if a person claps in church? There are
appropriate times to clap, and there
are limes not to clap. Why do we clap
at a performance, play or opera?
Singing in a worship service is an
expression of talent and praise to the
Lord. Are charismatics condemned
for raising their hands during prayer
and singing?
One needs to examine their motive
when writing an editorial: Is it to
judge others of their own personal
convictions or to give helpful suggestions for a belter Christian walk?
Posie Edgrere

mainstream
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Aviation careers pay off
By TIM PIERCE
City News Editor

The field of aviation is brimming with opportunities for those with special skills and a
strong drive to succeed. Opportunities include aeronautical engineering, aviation
management, piloting and air traffic control.
Aeronautical engineers are a unique breed
of specialists. They design airplanes for
manufacturers such as Boeing, Beechcrafl,
Cessna, McDonnell Douglas, Lockheed and
Gulfstream. They may be employed by these
companies or work for a private engineering
firm.
Career consultants say that aeronautical
engineering is one of the fastest-growing
divisions of engineering. The field is moving
forward and offering more and more opportunities.
Many aeronautical engineering employers
require a master's degree. Although a
bachelor's degree is the only requirement,
CareerBeat suggests earning a master's
degree to ensure greater marketability. A
Ph.D. is even better, and a MBA is an excellent degree for those with aspirations of
working in engineering management.
Earnings for aeronautical engineers range
from $28,000 for entry-level positions to
more than $100,000 for those working in
large, private firms.
Aviation management offers many opportunities for those with management training. Aviation management is a special field
of management. The same concepts are utilpholo by S h e l d o n W e r n w
ized with an emphasis on aviation. Graduates
the 1992 Lynchburg Christmas Parade was held Sunday, Dec. 6. The in the field of management may use their
skills to work at airports, airlines, flight
parade route down Main and Church streets showed off marching bands
from local schools, antique cars, floats and miniature tractor tratlors, Here, schools, aviation consulting firms and state
and federal government agencies.
a little girl marches in me festivities.
Employers prefer to hire those with at least

Community section to be added
During the past semester, I have attempted to bring a variety of local
news, community feature and career
information into the mainstream
section of The Champion. Now,
some people have been wondering
what in the world mainstream is.
I admit, it does seem a little confusing since there is a mixture of career
information and community events.
Therefore, The Champion will be
adding a community section next
semester which will cover local and
regional events (previews and reviews), personality profiles of local
individuals and groups and classified
advertising.
The mainstream section will cover
career opportunities and development, health topics and tips, travelrelated topics, fashion topics and tips

mation concerning their future and
other human interest topics.
This past semester, mainstream focused on career survey whereby
career fields were researched for
general information such as job
duties, salaries, required education
and employment opportunities.
Next semester, mainstream will
focus on specific job titles rather
than career fields. This will give
students a better perspective on
which jobs are expected to grow
and be prosperous in the coming
years.
By adding a community section,
students will be able to branch out
from the campus. Check it out! It
will be worth your while. It will add
a new dimension to what The
Champion currently offers.

Tim
Pierce
City News Editor

Real Life
and fact boxes with tidbits of information.
The purpose of separating the
two is to offer students more diverse
coverage of current information
concerning the above topics. The
community section will give students the opportunity to expand
their realm of activities through
cultural events and see what is
happening outside of the campus.
The mainstream section will give
students a mixture of helpful infor-

Community Events
Country Christmas to be held at Community Market
The Lynchburg Community Market celebrates the holiday season
with a Country Christmas Concert
and Dance to be held upstairs in the
City Armory on Friday, Dec. 11,
from 8 p.m. to midnight.
The concert and dance features the
toe-tappin' sounds of BackStreet,
one of the area's hottest, up-and-

coming country music groups. Back- family and plenty of friends to dance
Street emphasizes clean, country the night away or just enjoy the
music for a wholesome family envi- sounds of great country music. Don't
ronment.
miss the chance to be part of the
There's no better way to kick off Market's first-ever Country Christthe holiday season! Food vendors mas celebration.
will be on hand with a variety of
For more information, contact the
tasty treats and dishes sure to please Market office at (804)847-1499.
almost everyone. Bring the whole Admission is free.

Child abuse center remembers innocent children
The Prevention Center for Child
Abuse and Neglect of Central Virginia, Inc., will be holding a candlelight memorial service downtown on
the steps of Monument Terrace, Dec.
10 from 6 to 6:30 p.m. The memorial
service is open to the public and will

pay tribute to the innocent children in
Central Virginia who have died in the
past five years from child abuse and
neglect.
Bonnie Finney, founder of "The
Blue Ribbon Campaign," will give a
15-minute speech at the outset of the

service. Finney's own grandson died
as a result of child abuse. Since then
she has been actively involved in the
prevention of child abuse. Finney
will be available for interviews after
the service. For more information,
call 947-7426 or 237-3228.

The Living Christmas Tree begins at Thomas Road
Thomas Road Baptist Church iscurretly conducting its 22nd annual
performance of the Living Christmas Tree, "Whiter Than Snow."
Students may attend Sunday night
at 6 p.m.freeof charge with Liberty
I.D., and may use unsold seats.

'The Nutcracker'
comes to town
The Lynchburg Regional Ballet
Theatre will celebrate the 100th Anniversary of Tchaikovsky's magical
ballet "The Nutcracker" at the
Lynchburg Fine Arts Center on Dec.
11,12, 13 and 19 at 8 p.m. and Dec.
13 and 20 at 2 p.m.
Colin Worth will direct the annual
holiday presentation at thecenter with
more than 60 dancers appearing in
the production.
Tickets for "The Nutcracker" are
still available and may be purchased
at the Lynchburg Fine Arts Center
Box Office or by calling (804) 8463804. Prices are $8-$15. Come out
and enjoy this performance of one of
the finest musicals ever performed.

Some of the performers this year
include the Old Time Gospel Hour
Choir, The Sounds of Liberty, Doug
Oldham, KendraCook, the Branches,
Mack Evans, Robbie Hiner and Close
Harmony.
The last five performances are as

S
To place a classified ad: Contact
Pat Mazanec, ad manager for
The Champion at 582-2128.
HELP WANTED CRUISE
SHIPS NOW HIRING - Earn
$2,000+/month + world travel
(Hawaii, Mexico, the Carribean,
etc.) Holiday, Summer and Career employment available. No
experience necessary. For employment program call 1-206634-0468 ext.C5344
EARN: $500 or more weekly
stuffing envelopes at home.
Send long SASE to: Country
Living Shoppers, Dept. M3, P.O.
Box 1779, Denham Springs, LA
70727

I

follows: Dec. 11,7 p.m.; Dec. 12, 2
p.m. and 7 p.m.; Dec. 13,2 p.m. and
6 p.m. There are a limited number of
scats still available. All uckets arc $5
each and seating is reserved. To order
tickets, call (804) 239-9281 or stop
by the TRBC lobby.

I

E D

WANTED Quality vintage fountain pens. Parker, Sheaffer, Eversharp, Waterman, etc. $$$ paid!
528-2852, lv. message.
MUSICIANS WANTED—
Need talented, committed Christian drummers, guitarists (bass,
rhythm and lead), keyboardists,
and vocals (male and female) for
high school evangelistic ministry
teams. Partial support must be
raised. One year minimum commitment. Opportunity for tons of
experience,growth musically,and
outreach. Contact ARC MINISTRIES, P.O. Box 181, Allegan,
Ml 49010. 1-800-422-4383

some background in aviation, namely genPercent increase
eral aviation. Military aviation may not provide a sufficient background as it is not a
in jobs
direct part of the aviation industry.
to year 2000
Several colleges and universities in the
United States offer undergraduate and graduPilots
ate degrees in aviation management, accord60%
ing to the Career Handbook. Florida Institute
Managers
of Technology in Melbourne, Fla., and
47%
Embry-Riddle Aeronautical University in
Daytona Beach, Fla. are among the top-rated
Engineers
for their quality education in the field. Aviation-minded business graduates from Liberty may opt to continue their education in
ATCs
the field of aviation management.
Earnings in thefieldare $22,000 for entrylevel positions with the government to
111
$80,000 and more for airport managers.
Piloting, particularly airline piloting, is
considered by aviation enthusiasts as a dream
job. In "How to Become an Airline Pilot,"
Timothy Foster described the job by asking
SKRWft'fiW
"Where else can you make as much as
$ 100,000 a year, with several days off a week Air traffic controllers are government
and lots of travel?"
employees with a lot of pressure on them.
Although an airline is not the most secure Some work in small airports, and some work
route these days, it will offer some of the best in large airports where there are hundreds of
benefits of any industry. Free travel, medical takeoffs and landings in a single day. ATCs
and dental plans, savings plans and set flying work in shifts, guiding air traffic to and from
schedules are among the ones most sought airports. They handle approach control,
after.
departure control, tower control, ground
Airlines require experiencefirstand fore- control and enroute control.
most. A four-year college degree is preferred
ATCs arc required to have formal training
by some and required by others. But the in rules and procedures in air traffic control.
bottom line is how many flight hours have No specific degree is required, but a degree
been accumulated and what type of aircraft in one of the sciences, engineering or mathehas been flown.
matics is preferred. ATCs must pass a strinEarnings for airline pilots are $30,000 for gent exam to be licensed.
entry-level flight engineers to $165,000 for
Earnings for ATCs are not considered
senior-level captains on Boeing 747s. The compensory in relation to the high pressure.
average pay is $80,000.
Average salary is approximately $50,000.

WHEN EXAM STRIFE HITS
Hit the stores at River Ridge. With over 80 shops
and restaurants, you will surely be able to get some
respite from those testy tests and get some
necessary holiday shopping in as well.

DEPARTMENT
STORES
Hecht's
J.C. Penney
Leggett
Montgomery Ward
Sears

ELECTRONICS
Radio Shack

COMPUTER
Babbages

SHOES
Foot Action
Foot Locker
Hanover Shoes
Hofheimer StrideRite
Kinney Shoes
Lady Foot Locker
Pay less Shoes

JEWELRY
Afterthoughts
Carimar
Carlyle & Company
Fink's Jewelers
Gordon's Jewelry
Henebry's Jewelers
Jewel Box
The Pierced Ear

BOOKS
Papers Paperbacks
Waldenbooks

RESTAURANT
&FOOD
Cafe Supremo
Charleys
Chick-Fil -A
Cookies & Yogurt
GNC
Giovanni's
Gypsy's Candyland
Hickory Farms
Hot Sam
Morrison's Cafeteria
Orange Julius
*Red Lobster
* Shakers

DRUG &
VARIETY
Rite Aid
Everything's A Dollar

APPAREL
(Men's & Women's)
Sjea Dream Leatfier •
Victoria's Secret
(Men's)
Chess King
Davidson's
J. Riggings
Mitchell's Formal Wear
(Women's)
Casual Corner
The Closet
Foxmoor
Lane Bryant
Lemer
Limited
Ormond
The Weathervane
(Athletic)
Legends
Score

i

BANKS
First Federal

OPTICAL
Designer
Sunglasses
Eyeglass Express
Optical World

PHOTO
SUPPLIES
Ritz Camera

PRINTS &
FRAMING
Deck the Walls

HAIR CARE
Mastercuts
Regis Hairstylists

TOY & HOBBY
Kay-Bee Toy
Southern Cards

ENTERTAINMENT
General Cinemas
Mindboggle
Tape World
Tracks Music & Video

GIFTS &
HOUSEWARES
Kirkland's
Lechter's Housewares
Matthews Hallmark
Spencer
Things Remembered
•Located on Mall Perimeter

River Ridge
where holiday
shopping
begins and
exam woes end
Between Ris. 29 & 460 at Candlers Mountain Rd.

luslll
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LUSLLL dominates in distance education
By BRANDI BARNUM
Opinion Editor

Liberty University has madea breakthrough
in the growing phenomenon of adult education through distance learning. This type of
education enables many adults to complete
their college degree while maintaining a
family and a career.
Distance learning, which was established
at Liberty University through the School of
Life Long Learning in 1985, is an education
obtained through non-resident correspondence program.
Steve LevicoffofThe Institute on Religion
and Law recently conducted a survey of adult
education extension programs. The research
was intended to prevent adults from being
taken advantage of by these programs.
Levicoff concluded, "Their (Liberty) extension studies are high quality, and the

University is a pioneer in the use of videotaped courses."
Unlike what was available in recent years,
students enrolled in LUSLLL can now obtain
an entire degree rather than being limited to
individual classes.
Currently, LUSLLL students can earn an
associate of arts degree in general studies or
religion. A bachelor of science degree can be
acquired in the fields of church ministries,
business, psychology, general studies and
interdisciplinary studies. A master of arts
degree can be earned in religion and counseling.
"Many schools have added distance education since the creation of the program at LU.
They created a category for us. Distance education is now acceptable and common place.
We were the trail-blazers and many others
quickly followed," Ellis said.

The LUSLLL program currently includes
over 8,000 students working toward degrees.
The program includes students from all over
the world and is utilized by missionaries and
people in the military as well as other adults
seeking to obtain a college degree while
continuing their current career.
"In this respect, LUSLLL is dealing with
people in real life situations," Ellis said.
The formatof these correspondence courses
is similar to the curriculum followed by oncampus students. However, each course requires approximately 24-30 hours of video
instruction. The students arc also required to
read the text, complete written assignments
and take tests administered by a proctor.
"Other universities arc somewhat envious
of our program. We were able to jump into
'this program like no other school. It was a
massive undertaking, but it has worked really

Virkler book published
By PAMELA WALCK
News Editor

A book dealing with marital infidelity and the process of healing
and preventing extra-marital affairs
was recently published by a Liberty
psychology professor from the Liberty University School of Life Long
Learning.
Dr. Henry A. Virkler, author of
"Broken Promises", describes his
book as a tool for both the pastor and
the layman for the prevention against
affairs.
"I wrote it originally for pastors
and Christian counselors," Virkler
said. "But after I began writing, I
realized that this could help prevent
affairs, so I tried to write it for both
the layperson as well as for professionals."
Virkler stated that the main reason he wrote the book was the need
he saw as a professional counselor
of 15 years.
"When I first started counseling,
one out of 10 Christian couples I
saw was struggling with an extramarital affair. After 15 years in the
practice, it tripled to three out of
10," Virkler said.
Because of the increasing num-

Dr. Henry Virkler
LUSLLL professor
ber of couples plagued with infidelity
in their marriage, Virkler thought
the Lord was leading him to write
about this aspect of counseling,
with emphasis on prevention and healing.
"The book focuses on two
different types of affairs: affairs that
occur with young married couples
and ones that occur in the lives of
late to middle-aged, mid-life, crisis
males," Virkler explained."One thing
about affairs is that they can occur at

all different ages —no group is really
free of them."
"Broken Promises" outlines 12
myths of marital affairs, the causes
of affairs, the methods of counseling
couples caught in affairs and the prevention of affairs.
Virkler also stresses the importance
of the church in marital difficulties
and the role that pastors can play in
the healing process.
"I am firmly convinced that the
church can be an affair-prevention
agency for married couples," Virkler
said. "Pastors can warn against marriages and inform people of the dangers of being vulnerable to temptation."
Virkler has two books due out in
the next few months entitled "Learning to Think Critically" and "Life in
the Parsonage."
Virkler has been associate
professor of counseling and psychology in the LUSLLL program since
1990. Virkler has also taught theology classes in the School of Religion.
Prior to coming to Liberty,
Virkler was an associate professor
of psychology and the director of
clinical training at the Psychological
Studies Institute in Atlanta.

well," Ellis said.
Most students who are earning a degree
through LUSLLL arc only working part-time
to acquire it. Many students do, however,
complete the program within four years.
Most of the students enrolled in LUSLLL
entered the program with 30 hours of college
credit.
"These students arc basically high-risk students because they started college and later
dropped out. They are usually working adults
with a full- time career, are in their late
thirties, married with two children and earn
approximately $30,000-50,000 a year," Ellis
said.
LUSLLL students usually take an average
of two classes a semester. The students must
complete the course within a restricted time
period, usually 120 days or approximately
three months from the time the materials were

sent out. This time limit makes it possible to
complete three terms a year.
The LUSLLL program costs SI65 a credit
hour which includes text books.
"This cost is justifiable, however, because
the on-campus students receive a lot more
support from professorsand peers," Ellis said.
Liberty currently employs 40 full-time
LUSLLL faculty members, many of whom
also teach on campus. These professors open
themselves to students despite the distance
barriers. The students can call in and talk to
the professors on a toll-free number with
questions .
Students also have access to the library
through the computerized card catalog.
The average four-year degree requires
students to complete 12 credit hours in oncampus modulars. Ten percent of LUSLLL
course work is completed on campus.

AGE OF LUSLLL STUDENTS
MATURE ADULTS
(36-45)

YOUNG
ADULTS
• (18-25)
6%

MIDDLE AGE
(46-64)
20%

ADULTS
(25-35)
29%
RETIREMENT
AGE (65+)
1%

Source: LUSLLL Office
of Research and Assessment

AVERAGE AGE 40

Summer modular schedule, winter courses posted
By BRENT TRIMBLE
Champion Reporter

LUSLLL has published the summer modular schedule early to give
students the opportunity to make
travel arrangements. Final modular
courses to be offered at these times
will befinalizedsoon.
Assistant Dean Homer Massey
said, "We are finalizing the summer
modular schedule so that students
may begin making plans for
vacation and travel time. By the first
week of January we hope to have this

information ready."
Summer courses will be offered at
the following times:
•May 17—Summer Semester begins
•May 17-June 11—PREFERRED
REGISTRATION (3 hours or more)
•May 17-21—On-campus modulars
•May 24-28—On-campus modulars
•May 31-June 4 —On-campus
modulars
•June 7-11—On-campus modulars
•June 14-18—On-campus modulars
•June 14-25—PREFERRED RESTRICTED REGISTRATION (3

hours or more)
•July 31—Summer Semester Ends
1993 Winter Modulars are as follows:
January 4-8
Undergraduate Courses
• New Testament Survey (BIBL110)
• Business Law (BUSI301)
• Music Appreciation (MUSC 103)
• General Psychology (PSYC 200)
• Speech Communication (SPCM
101)
• Theology Survey I (THEO 201)
• Modern Religious Movements

(THEO 421)
Graduate Courses
• Management Information Systems
(BUSI 501)
• Career and Guidance Counseling
(COUN 650)
• Ministry of Teaching (EDMN
601)
January 11-15
Undergraduate Courses
• Old Testament Survey (BIBL
105)
• Isaiah (BIBL 416)
• Romans (BIBL 425)

By BRENT TRIMBLE
"Bored" is not a word that describes Patti Thompson. In August,
the 1986 Liberty graduate was named
chairperson of the LUSLLL psychology department.
This semester, Thompson balanced teaching, counseling and coordinating internships in addition to
preparing for the state certification
test to be a licensed counselor.
Thompson's primary administrative duties at the School of LifeLong Learning are coordinating
pracucums for M.A. counseling
majors who have nearly completed
other course requirements. She sets
up a practicum or internship with a
counselor near the student's home.
"We require 180 hours of supervised counseling under an approved

counselor close to their home," Thompson said.
She then grades and evaluates practicum reports sent to her by counseling students. Thompson, along with
all other LUSLLL faculty, fulfills her
required four hours each day answering the questions of LUSLLL students by phone. "We do academic
counseling, actual tutoring and general helping out," she said.
Thompson earned a B.A. in psychology in 1984 after changing her
major from business. She said the
switch came after doing inner-city
work in Los Angeles with an outreach
group through Dr. E.V. Hill. "I saw
so many people with problems. God
had been so good to me, I just had to
give something back."
After getting her M.A. from Liberty in 1986, she began working with

LUSLLL as an academic adviser becoming a full-time faculty member in
1987.
Aside from her duties as chairperson of the LUSLLL psychology department, Thompson is currently a
counselor-under-supervision at the
Light Associates counseling center
on Old Forest Road in Lynchburg.
She will take her state oral exam to
practice counseling in Virginia on
Dec. 10.
Thompson is a member of the
American Counselors Association
and the American Association of
Christian Counselors. As an LU associate professor, she also teaches a
general psychology course.
"I really enjoy teaching and having
the direct personal interaction with
the students," she said.
Thompson also finds it enjoyable

News Editor

Student Development and Spiritual Affairs have joined forces to
make LUSLLL students, attending
summer modulars on the Liberty
University campus, more comfortable by providing special activities.
The primary goals of student development include informing
LUSLLL students of the location of
various buildings on campus, pro-

viding activities outside of the modulars and meeting the student body by
sharing meals with them in the cafeteria.
"Overall, our goal is to make students aware of the campus services
and provide an ouUet for stress during
modulars," Bruce Treager, dean of
student development, stated.
Some of the weekly recreational
activities that student development
will be providing this summer in-

clude: ping pong games, basketball
games, sand pit volleyball matches as
well as other organized activities.
The Spiritual Affairs office is also
making special plans such as chapel
services during the week that will be
similar to the present chapel services
on the campus during the regular semester.
"We want to meet the needs of
(LUSLLL) students even though they
are only here for a few weeks," Rob

must be taken through Liberty University, and six hours must be taken
After completing the accreditation on campus, either in modulars or
process, LUSLLL has added a new regular semester classes.
Concerning the professors for the
major. The associate of arts degree in
general studies was added in the spring courses, Homer Massey, assistant
dean
of
of 1992 and now
LUSLLL, said,
boasts an enroll"The instructor a "The instructors
ment of over 200
be almost
students.
student receives will can
anyone because,
The new major,
be determined by
like in the reguadded to aid adult
lar program, stulearners, busiwhat class he
dents can choose
nesspeople, and
takes."
from several difmilitary personnel
ferent classes.
in obtaining a de—Homer Massey
The instructor a
gree, offers the opstudent receives
portunity to complete a program that can either stand will be determined by what class he
on its own or transfer into a bachelor takes." Massey also pointed out that,
although this program can benefit
of science program at a later date.
To obtain the associate of arts anyone, it is especially beneficial to
degree in general studies, the stu- adult learners and those in the milidents mustcompleie 12 hours of foun- tary. Adult learners can'irn promodational studies, 24 hours of investi- tions and higher salaries by obtaining
gative studies, and 24 general elec- this degree, and almost all military
operations require their career offitive hours.
The foundational studies include cers to have degrees.
Although the program had come
English 101 and 102; Speech 101 and
madi. Investigative studies include under close scrutiny by the state acnatural science, history, social sci- creditors, it recently received verbal
ence, music , drama, arts or litera- approval of accreditation from these
ture. General elective credits include evaluators, and received official acbusiness, psychology or religion creditation on Dec. 8. This allows
courses, or may be a mixture of all of Liberty to give official diplomas to
those who complete the associate of
these.
In addition, a minimum of 15 hours arts degree in general studies.
By NELSON MUMMA

Champion Reporter

Patti Thompson
LUSLLL professor
when LUSLLL students come to meet
the faculty. "It's nice when students
come by and we are able to meet them
and put a name with a face."
What does she find most rewarding
about her job? "Seeing students meet
their goals when they graduate," she
said. "I like to see adults who normally couldn't gel a degree get one."

Student Affairs provides modular relief
By PAMELA WALCK

(COUN 630)
• Current Trends in Missions (MCCS
530)
• Romans (NBST 668)
"LUSLLL students should remember that mail takes longer this time of
year and to plan accordingly,"
Massey said. "Check course deadline ahead of time. Also remember
that some departments may not be
available by telephone from Dec. 28
through Jan. 1." Students should
register as early as possible to avoid
cut-off dates.

New major, degree
offered in LUSLLL

Thompson chairs department,
teaches psychology class
Champion Reporter

• Theatre Appreciation (DRAMA
101)
• Micro-economics (ECNC 213)
• Computer Application in Psychology (PSYC 201)
• Speech Communication (SPCM
101)
Graduate Courses
• American Christianity (CHHI692)
•Theories of Counseling andPsychotherapy (COUN 612)
• Ethnicity, Families and Counseling
(COUN 615)
• Gerontology and Counseling

Jackson, campus pastor, said.
Spiritual Affairs also provides
LUSLLL students with counseling
services if they are needed during die
duration of the modular or even
throughout Uieregularcorrespondence
semesters. In addition, Jackson slated
that some of die tentative plans for the
summer modulars include a barbeque, picnic and evening Bible study to
give visiting students relief from die
rigorous modular schedule.
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A note
:

Dean
Clinton
We are enthusiastic about
this opportunity to communicate with you through The
Champion.
We plan articles on the
school itself and the programs
in which youare involved. You
will also be introduced to the D r - T i m Clinton
professors you meet through LUSLLL d e a n
the video-taped lessons, over the phone and on campus during your
modulars. And we want to feature students just like you. In addition,
we will publish a calendar to keep you up-to-date.
You will become familiar with campus activities and the people
who make them happen. We believe this exposure will keep you better
informed and help you to feel more like a member of the family. Your
donation will allow you to enjoy firsthand campus news each week
during the on-campus school year.
Personally, I wouldlike toencourage you to become involved in this
offer which will bring The Champion to your doorstep.

Become a Member of the Family A note
I I Yes!, I would like to donate; to iliberty. Enclosed is a tax deductible gift
from
of $25, payable to The Liberty Champion.
Chancellor
Name.
Falwell

Street

Let me encourage you to lake
advantage of this opportunity to
State.
ZIP.
City _
help the university along with
getting firsthand information
about Liberty straight from the
Area Code & Phone #
front line.
Each week the student staff
Dr. Jerry Falwell
puts
together a broadsheet of
Master
Card
|
Discover
• Visa
Chancellor
w:
campus news, personalities, features and sports. Now they want to include you as well, and they want you
Exp. Date.
Card #
to know just what they have to say.
In addition, we here at Liberty can communicate with you on a
weekly basis so that you are kept up to date with this fast-moving and
Authorized Signature
,,
last-changing ministry of which you are a part through your enrollment
With a $25 donation, you will receive up to 28 issues weekly of
in our external program.
Liberty's student newspaper.
We want you to feel involved with what is happening on campus.
For more information, or to donate, V s<?nd c h e c k o r m o n e y o r d e r t o : We want you to be informed so that when your friends and family
The
call toll free:
Liberty Champion members have a question about something they hear through the media,
Box 20,000 you can have an answer straight from us.
Lynchburg, Va. 24506-8001, I hope you will take advantage of this opportunity.
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FT •• . ;•

^1-800-446-5000, ext. 2128
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Who makes
a good Santa?

What makes
a good Santa?
By AMY MORRIS
Champion Reporter

What docs it take to be a Santa
Claus? The movie industry has often
depicted part-time Santas as those
who become easily angered by
screaming tots or walking around
town in a drunken stupor.
In real life, however, Santas actually audition and are hired on a more
professional basis.
Garland Markey, marketing directorofRiver Ridge Mall,said the Santas
she hires are not just picked up off the
street. In fact, the mall places an ad in
the paper three months prior to Christmas which requests potential Santas
to apply for the position.
"At the audition, applicants must
be able to actually play the role of
Santa," Markey said.
"Qualities we basically look for in
an applicant are the ability to love
children, talk to them as Santa would
and recite all his reindeer by name.
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We would prefer them to have real
beards, but we can provide wigs for
them."
"The most bizarre call I ever received," Markey said, "came from a
female who described herself as a
heavy-set woman with rosy cheeks
and a love for children. I told her to
come on in, but she never showed up.
The most qualified applicant is selected regardless of race, age or sex."
Markey explained that once the
applicant is hired, the mall pays for
him to go through two very expensive
training sessions. "At these sessions,
the Santas learn two very important
things: how to play the role of Santa
and how to maintain the fantasy of
Santa," she said.
For example, if a child says "I know
you're not the real Santa Claus," a
good Santa would know what to say.
Answer: "Santa's too busy this time
of the year, so I'm helping him out." Charles Reid, a Santa at River Ridge Mall, listens to the wish
list of brothers Harrison (left) and Alex Martin (right).

By CYNTHIA L. STROUD
Champion Reporter

Homemade Santas made from
beeswax have been a specialty of
Tina Mowrer's for Christmas ornamental gifts. Mowrer, a senior finance major, said she makes the
Santas because "it's a fun, moneymaking hobby.
"People use them for gifts and even
buy them for themselves. The Santas
are great for hanging on a tree or
placing on a shelf," Mowrer said.
"But I really have fun making the
Santas."
The process actually begins when
Mowrer's mother, Baraba Mowrer,
pours the beeswax into a Santa mold .
When Mowrer visits home (Lancas ter, Pennsylvania) during breaks, sh e
brings the Santas back to school.
Mowrer then does the painting ar id
antiquing with acryllic paints boug.ht
at Michael's for about 87 cents 'for
two ounces. The result is an old fa sh-

Tina Mowrer

Senior, finance major
ioned, American Santa which stands
approximately four inches tall and is
red.
"The Santa sells for about nine
dollars, and each one takes about an
hour to make."
Mowrer has been taking orders
since October, and her mother does
craft shows at home.

Liberty alumnus impacts world through CBN
By JENNIFER COX
Special to the Champion

Russell Taylor, a 1982 Liberty
graduate, has been able to stay with
his dream of a music ministry while
discovering a new career.
Taylor, who majored in sacred
music, also works full-time at CBN
where he is a director of development. He writes and strategizes for
Christian Broadcasting Network's
target audiences. "We decide who it
is we want to call and who we want to
target for projects. Wealsostrategize
who we want to build relationships
with," Taylor said.
"I feel that a student should get a
degree in what they have a longing
and a love for. You should get a
degree in something that you want to
be your life work," Taylor said.

Taylor has continued to pursue his
love of music by "doing all the music" for Pentecostal Holy Church in
Chesapeake, Va. He will soon be
returning to Southern Baptist Christian Church to work with their music
ministry program. "lam a minister of
music, so I do use my degree parttime as an extra income," Taylor said.
While at Liberty, Taylor was on
Liberty's Enpsalms, which is now
called The Sounds of Liberty. "For
three years, I was able to travel and
live in other homes for the weekends.
That part (of Taylor's college career)
has prepared me more than I could
ever imagine," Taylor said.
It was very beneficial for Taylor to
see where host families lived and
reasons why they supported various
churches. This experience helped him

to know what to write for CBN's ministry of this magnitude is the best
direct mail and telephone service con- part," Taylor said.
cerning major campaigns, outreach
Taylor said that over fifty million
and support.
Russians have been reached with the
Taylor originally got involved with gospel because of CBN's ministries.
CBN'sdevel_
_
i • M M M M M CBNhasalso
opment bereached such
cause "the
as
"To get other people in- countries
Christian
Zaire and
walk of the volved in a ministry of this will soon be
charismatic magnitude is the best part going
to
was so real. I
China. If
(of my career)."
was able to
Taylor was
get into develgiven the
— Russell Taylor chance to
opment (with
charismatics) — — — — — — — ———-————— travel with
and loved it," Taylor said.
CBN, "I would really like to go to
"The thing that I like best (about Australia and New Zealand," he said.
my career) is that I always felt that
While at Liberty, Taylor was able
God called me into the ministry. To to travel to Australia with the
get other people to be involved in a Enpsalms for a six-week ministry tour.

As far as advice for currenu students, Taylor said that it is important
for students to achieve a degrcje and
discipline themseves because that is
what is noticed more than a specific
degree.
He also said, "One thing undergraduates make the mistake of doing
is going into areas other than their
major. What they need to realize is
that all majors have specific fields in
them. I got a music degree but didn't
know the specific thing that I wanted
to do with it."
Taylor advises students who would
like to work in development to get out
of the school setting and meet some
people who are actually involved with
development. "You learn so much
from people that are in it," Taylor
said.

For students interested in music
ministry, Taylor advises that they
prepare to treat the church as not only
a ministry but a business. "There are
so many politics that people are unaware of," Taylor said.
"I would like to be the head; director
of a development program, in a national or local ministry," Taylor said
concerning his future goa Is. Taylor
would also like to eventually make a
family record.
Taylor's; wife Patrice, a former Miss
Chesapeake, has also boen involved
with performing. "We used to perform together all the time," Taylor
said.
Taylor and his wife have three
children: Laren, 8, C?iroline, 4, and
Haden,2.

Looking important: it's not who you are, but what you carry
If you have a ton of things to do or
want to avoid being hassled for doing
something, here's some advice: Act
like you know what you're doing,
walk quickly and carry a particular
object to make you look important.
Occasionally, we each have a desire to look important. Nobody will
bother a person who looks important.
Important people can do anything.
There are a lot of them at Liberty.
If you were to take all of the important people in this school and lay
them end to end, they would probably
be a lot more comfortable.
So if you look important, you can
get your work done, and no one will
bother you. Faculty take heed. I know
that you may be given menial tasks
which may alter your planned schedule. Here's something that may help
you. Adjunct faculty (whoever that
is) will also benefit
If you carry one of the following
objects, you can rule the world. They
have been alphabetized for your reference.
A is for Audio device. This would

John
Scott
Staff Columnist

That is so True

ushers sheepishly asked me questions
because I had a clipboard.
D is for Duct tape tm. It's a small
object but effective. In addition to
carrying a full roll, rip a piece into a
ball and hold that too. Onlookers will
think, "Boy, I wish that I could look

include walkie talkies or headsets. It
doesn't even have to work. It could
be as dead as that "Operation" game
at home. With a walkie talkie, you
will rule.
B is for Box. Cardboard boxes
work the best. Pile some literature in
it. People will think, "Oh, I shouldn't
bother that important person because
he is diligently carrying some key
literature to an important place no
doubt."
C is for Clipboard. Here's a true
story. I went to a concert in D.C. to
see the leading contemporary jazzfusion group, The Rippingtons. Following the instrumental performance,
I walked down front carrying a clipboard hoping to get backstage. I
didn't get backstage. Better yet, I
went to a reception for the band. Two

that important. Look at that roll of
duct tape that he's carrying with the
added rolled up ball and junk. He
rules."
E is for Extension Cord. The
longer the better. Get one with a
ground wire on it and you will really

jStessw*

UDIO DEVICE
O X

LIPBOARD
UCT TAPE
XTENSION CORD
LASHLIGHT

Answers Please
What was your personal goal
for this semester?
"My goal was
to get better
grades, fewer
reprimands
and parking
tickets."

"My personal
goal for this
semester was
to grow
closer to the
Lord."
Thomas Wang
Beijing

Venus Walker
Pittsburgh, Pa.

Sterling Gardiner
Nassau, Bahamas

"My goal was
to improve
my grades and
learn patience
with my
roommates."
Alison Ortega
Columbus, OH.

"My goal was to
find a Christ-like
best friend."

"My goal was
to find and
follow God's
will for the rest
of my life."

"My goal was
to keep a good
grade point
average for
graduate
school."
Brad Burch
Philomath, Ore.

By Moe Mogapi

Jackson Fong
Los Angeles

be important.
F is for Flashlight. Just make sure
it is not turned on during the day.
People will definately think something is up.
If you use more than one of these
tools at the same time, you will look

even mere important. It can get
ridiculous however.
Realiz.e that this is just a tool. If it
can help you— great. I don't want to
get you in trouble or anything. Use
your discretion.
Oh, I iilmo.'jt forgot. G is for Gun.

True worth of gifts
often exceeds the cost
Have you ever experienced intense
anxiety over what to buy someone for
David
a Christmas gift? It's amazing how
Hart
some gifts can be both so stressful
Feature Editor
and meaningful.
Last Monday, three very unusual
h lart of the Matter
events occurred: 1) I was invited to a
party, 2) I asked someone out for a
As I reflected upon my current
date, and 3) she said yes. You see, status however, several facts came to
I've experienced all three things be- my att ention. First of all, 1 owned no
fore— but never in the same evening. vehic! le with which to shop for this
I felt an initial charge of excite- mysU iry gift. Second, I possessed little
ment. After all, this would be a classy mon< ;y to spend on it. Third, I found
evening with a charming person in neitr ier of the first two realizations
the presence of forty other people. ver> i encouraging.
Then I realized mat I had to exchange
I' (mil that point, I interpreted the
a gift... during this classy evening, gift; only as a statement of mine. It
with my charming date in the pres- wc mid be disguised in the form of a
ence of forty other people.
wi apped present, but it would be a
Suddenly, my wave of anticipation st atement nonetheless. Everyone
turned into a sea of confusion. What v, 'ould see it opened. Everyone.
should I get her? What would she like
But then something odd happened.
to receive? What is the name of my I .n my state of despair, I penned a
bank?
simple poem. It wasn't the lavish gift
I've never been the most decisive I'd envisioned, but I had it matted and
person in the world. My freshman
framed and hoped it would suffice.
year, I particularly enjoyed Lucky
The evening of the party, I was
Crunch Cocoa Berries. Although I
with a beautiful, godly lady. We had
now spend less than 20 minutes choos- a glorious five-course meal, trimmed
ing a cereal, a Christmas gift for the
the Christmas tree and sang carols.
opposite gender requires serious,
When we exchanged gifts, I must
consideration.
admit it was still a bit awkward.Yet
After much soul-searching, finar i- each of us had gone through the same
cial planning and old fashioned pra; y- anxiety, confusion and acceptance of
ing, I had an idea. "Of course!" I e x- our selection. And we understood
claimed. "Why didn't I think of it that a gift's price isn't always an acsooner!"
curate measure of its worth.
Since the dawn of time, million s of
As college students, we need to repeople just like me have been in the member that such anxiety is perfectly
same situation. And almost wit' hout natural. But decisions of personal
exception, they have all done the f same expression should be persuaded neithing—called someone else and ther by our fears nor others expectabegged for suggestions.
tions.
Instinctively, I phoned a f emale
Gifts are not a matter of life and
friend also invited to the part; /. And death and should not be treated as
then another. And another. Tl ley of- such. They are a matter of sincerity.
fered suggestions such as d esigner
It's okay to feel nervous. Just don't
perfume, a diamond penda nt or a worry so much about the price of a
cashmere sweater. Justkiddii ng (their gift that you forget the value of the
suggestions were more expe ;nsivc). person who wrapped it.
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This Christmas

Ponder God's answer
"And, lo, the angel of the Lord
came upon them, and the glory of the
Lord shone round about them: and
they were sore afraid. And the angel
said unto them, Fear not: for, behold,
I bring you good tidings of great joy,
which shall be to all people. For unto
you is bom this day in the city of
David a Saviour, which is Christ the
Lord (Lk. 2:9-11)."
The advent of Jesus Christ, the
Son of God, was the Almighty's
answer to the world. Since the fall of
man, God was challenged to reply to
the world's continual defiance of His
Lordship.
Time and time again, man threw
murder, vulgarity, idolatry, homosexuality, pride, adultery and every
other sort of sinful act in his Creator's
face.
Answering a hateful world, God
Himself became flesh and dwell
photo by ShefdbriWernef '•'.
among men. Experiencing human life,
Christ's answer to mankind's rebelPatty Butters, demonstrating f or Plaid Enterprises, speaks with customers at Michael's
lion then became an exclamation of
Arts & Grafts. Michael's, locatecJ at 2116 Wards Rd. is a sales retail outlet which contains
love at the crucifixion.
prints, books and thousands of other craft items.
The story of little Linda teaches an
important lesson. The first Christmas
that Linda learned to read she was
allowed to distribute the family gifts
on Christmas Eve.
According to the family custom,
Now that my picture has been reSpecial") comes from Florida. It is
stored to my true likeness, and not of
composed of mandarin oranges, pineChris
my esteemed colleague, Nelson
apples, coconut and marshmallows
Phelps
Chapman, all of you who have spoken
in a whipped cream dressing.
Staff Columnist
to me of the slight mistake of pictures
My own state of residence, Vircan be satisfied. I have my identity
ginia,
offers old-fashioned country
Chef's Corner
back, so ir can resume writing my
ham, glazed with maple syrup. As
offers a traditional Ornish dessert item salty as it is, only 1 serving of 3 oz. is
article and ,get proper credit for it.
One thing that is synonornous with called Kit Ties. It is a lightpastry dough suggested.
December and the holidays it con- filled with a fruit preserve and baked
Texas has the smoked brisquit of
tains is the plethora of different foods to a crusty finish.
beef, served with roasted potatoes. A
From the "I still believe in a place delicious apple pie usually follows.
that are consu med by families around
this time of year. With the standard called Hope," Arkansas, comes a pot
Across the ocean, Her Majesty's
fare in mind of eggnogg, roasit duck or of black beans and cornbread, con- country of England prepares roast
baked ham, a.nd Christmas cookies, I sumed in order to have good luck in prime rib of beef with Yorkshire pudthought I should provide a public the coming year (or next four years). ding popovers. This is one place I'd
The haven for the rcligously-perse- love to be for the holidays.
service: ask different students from
different geographical regions what cuted, Maryland, suggests fried oysWhatever you have this holiday
foods they remember having at home ters and hushpuppies, served with season, enjoy it with family and
during this time of the year. With the cocktail and tartar sauces.
friends before you have to return to
exceptions of the venerable fruitcakes,
New York state makes chocolate- slaving away for class assignments,
plum puddings and jringerbrea d cook- covered peanut balls. This is accom- homework, quizzes, research papers,
ies, here is what my survey came up plished by rolling peanut butter into etc. next semester. Until then, I bid
with (the names hav>5 been withheld balls, freezing them and them dip- you farewell. May your steak be
to protect the innocen>Vembarrassed): ping them in melted milk chocolate. medium-rare and your hot chocolate
The keystone state oS Pennsylvania
Ambrosia salad (or "Grandma's have a hint of mint.

Food addicts: this is your month

ber what Mary did. After the shepherds had visited on the night of
Nelson
Christ's birth, she "kept all these
things, and pondered them in her heart
Chapman
(Lk. 2:19)."
Staff Columnist
She thought of the angelic visit of
E STILL WATERS
Gabriel, the kicking of the Savior in
the one whodislributedthegiftscould her womb, the report of angels singopen the first package. After all the ing in the night sky and the fact that a
gi fls were distributed with loving care, virgin bore a child.
This Christmas, follow Mary's
Linda kept looking around the tree
and among its branches. Then, she example by thinking about all the
closely examined her gifts and the miraculous events that surrounded the
packages which she had just passed birth of Christ. Ponder in your heart
the fact that a holy God left heaven to
out.
Finally, her father asked, "What dwell with sinful men.
arc you looking for dear?"
Our reaction to Christ's birth should
"I thought Christmas was Jesus' be nothing less than rapturous joy.
birthday and I was just wondering Our Creator came into the world so
where His present is," Linda replied. that He could truly understand our
"I guess everyone forgot Him. Did problems, feel our pains, experience
they, Daddy?"
our delights and ultimately redeem us
In all the hype and commercialism of our sins.
of the season, the central Person of
Because He chose to take on flesh,
Christmas can get lost behind a snow- we not only now have a Redeemer,
man. Caroling, sleighing, tree select- but a God who can personally relate
ing, fruitcake, holiday cartoons, gift to us. How wonderful it is to have a
hunting and putting deer antlers on God Who loves us without any limits.
your dog's head dominate the holiAs you open that gift you always
day.
wanted on Christmas day, recall that
In order to prevent yourself from God's greatest gift to you, salvation,
getting sidetracked in regards to the was made possible by the birth of
true meaning of Christmas, remem- Christ.

Clearwater
Beach Alive
March 12-21
Cost: $250
$25 Discount
For
Youth Quest
members!
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Weekly Crossword
m " Santa's Helpers"
ACROSS
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1
5
10
14

Wizard of Oz lie >n
RBI'se.g.
Bridge coup
Baseball's Matty

15 Santa's Helper
16 letdown 10yds

\%
:-y-:-y

17 Study
18 Rose oil
19 Word following hon ie
or class
20 Dead Sea
22 Door Frames
24 Top

25 Santa's Helper
26
29
30
34
35

Wine ingredient
Adjustable-rate Pref.
Pester
Philip
:Author
Mr. Whitney

36 Santa's Helper
37

, amas, amat

38 Santa's Helper

1

2

By Gerry Frey

14
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Men's basketball seeks
chemistry after victory
By MIKE GATHMAN
Sports Editor

After losing to Clcmson University
93-68 in the Wednesday season
opener, the LU men's basketball
team bounced back to defeat Marymount University 93-73 in the home
opener Saturday.
Although the team won by 20 over
Marymount, the Flames turned the
ball over 25 times, including 14 times
in thefirsthalf. LU led 39-35 at the
half.
"We didn't take them out like we
were supposed to. Our intensity was
not where we want it to be, and we
made too many turnovers in the first
half," Flames forward Julius Nwosu
said.
While lifting the record to 1-1, the
team is searching for the chemistry it
displayed on the court a year ago.
"At this point in time, that (last
year's team) is becoming a negative.
Everybody is caught up with the
number-one turnaround team and the
team that did good in the Big South
last season," LU Head Coach Jeff
Meyer said. "We'reatthepoint where
we need to stifle that comparison.
This team needs to develop its own
identity."
"By the time the regular season
(Big South competition) comes, I
think we'll have a chemistry set up,"
LU guard Cordell Robinson said.
"Right now we are testing players to
see how people react to different situations. We have new players to blend
in, and (this early in the season) we
won't be at the top of our game yet."
Though the chemistry is not yet
built, the team improved its shooting
percentage from the first game at

Clemson. The Flames shot 37.7 percent against the Tigers but bounced
back to shoot 64 percent against
Marymount.
"They hit some shots they hadn't
hit before, but we definitely have to
have court leadership. And we need
to handle the ball without making
mistakes," Meyer said.
Nwosu led the Flames scoring attack with 26 points including eight of
nine from the field. After spending
time practicing free throws, Nwosu
knocked down 10 of 15 shots from
the charity stripe.
"I worked on my free throw shooting a lot because I knew that they
would try to make me earn my points,"
Nwosu said.
LU guard Matt Hildebrand and
forward Keith Ferguson also led the
Flames scoring attack with 14 and 13
points respectively. Ferguson also
helped the Flames defensively with
nine rebounds. Darryl Williams led
Liberty with 10 rebounds in his first
start.
The Flames opened the contest with
a 9-0 run behind Chris Toomer's five
early points. But before LU could run
away with the contest, Marymount
fought back with 10 straight points to
take a one-point lead.
The two teams exchanged points
for much of the rest of thefirsthalf.
Although the Flames never trailed by
more than one point in the game,
Marymount stayed within six points
throughout thefirsthalf.
Marymount Head Coach Webb
Hatch felt his team played well for
being undersized compared to the
Flames.
"If we had this intensity in all our

games, we wouldn't be 1-4. It was
one of our better games," Hatch said.
The Flames began the second half
in much the same fashion as the first
half. LU opened the second half with
an 11-2 run to build its lead to 50-37.
But Marymount fought back again
with nine straight points. John Samoy lo led the surge by scoring six of his
team-leading 19 points.
LU maintained the lead for the rest
of the game and ran away with it in the
final minutes.
Marymount senior Pablo Coto
fouled out with 7:21 left in the game,
and the Flames took advantage of the
void he left. After his departure LU
transformed a seven-point lead into a
20-point victory.
In the first game of the season at
Clemson, the Tigers shut down the
Flames offenseby limiting the team
to a 37.7 shooting percentage.
Clemson also shot 51.3 percent
from thefield.Corey Wallace led the
Tigers scoring attack with 21 points
scoring 10 of his 11 shots.
The Flames fell behind 50-30 in the
first half but played better in the second half being outscored by five.
Ferguson led the Flames with 11
points on four of eight shooting.
Nwosu led the Flames with 11 rebounds, but was limited to 23 minutes
and six points because of early foul
trouble.
Following the loss, Ferguson was
taken to the hospital as a result of food
poisoning during dinner. He spent the
night in Clemson.
photo by JtffCota
"For thefirst24 hours it was hard.
LU's
Cordell
Robinson
drives
to
the
basket
while
Matt
Hildebrand
(left)
and
Julius
Nwosu
But they did some tests, and it was
watch
from
behind.
The
Flames
defeated
Marymount
University
93-73
for
the
team's
first
okay. After resting for two days, I felt
victory of the season in the Vines Center Saturday.
fine," Ferguson said.

Women lose in Classic championship Lady Flames sign
athlete, student

By SHANNON D. HARRINGTON 34th in the nadon. The Flames deChampion Reporter
feated St Peter's 69-66 to advance to
••• The Lady Flamesfinishedrunner- the championship game.
up in the second annual Lady Flames
Both teams kept the margins close
Classic, losing the tide game 74-66 to as there were 15 lead changes in the
Evansville.
first half. But the Lady Flames grabbed
Although the team lost the Satur- the lead with 2:18 left in the half, and
day game, Lady Flames Head Coach did not relinquish it for the remainder
Rick Reeves was proud of his team's of the game.
play throughout die weekend.
Dawn Coleman led the Lady Flames
"Overall, I was very proud of with 14 points, and Bream finished
the team," Reeves said. "Every team closely behind with 13 points and 23
in the tournament was tough rebounds.
competition."
Following the championship game
Theresa Bream led the Flames on Thursday, both D. Coleman and
with 21 points and 11 rebounds, Bream were named to the All-Tourwhile Ginny Coleman finished with nament Team, with Bream being
14 points.
given the Outstanding Player Award.
The Friday first round of action
The Flames began strong, leading
by as much as nine points in the first also featured Appalachian State Unihalf. But the Lady Aces were able to versity being defeated by Evansville.
close the gap to six points before the
Appalachian and St. Peter's played
end of the half.
a consolation game on Saturday with
The Lady Flames maintained ASU winning 74-64.
On Tuesday, the Lady Flames
the six-point margin for the first
few minutes of the second half, but opened the season with a loss to firststrong shooting by Evansville's year Big South Conference member
Krista Blunk.who hit three consecu- UNC-Greensboro, 50-48.
Despite coming back from a ninetive three pointers, put the Lady
point deficit late in thefirsthalf, the
Aces on top.
The Aces then began to give the Lady Flames could not hold on to a
ball to 6-foot-4-inch center Kristy two-point lead with 3:36 left in the
Greis whofinishedthe game with 26 game.
points. Behind her scoring, the Aces
Bream led the Lady Flames with 13
went on to defeat the Flames and take points and 15 rebounds while G.
photo by Tim Hermann
the tournament tide.
Coleman scored 10 points.
Glnny Coleman breezes by the defenders for an easy score
After the weekend, the Flames had
In thefirstroundof the tournament
on Friday night, the Lady Flames an overallrecordof 1 -2 and a confer- during the Flames 74-66 loss to Evansville Saturday. LU finished
second in the second annual Lady Flames Classic.
hosted St. Peter's College, ranked ence record of 0-1.

Bream's return sparks Flames
By ANDREW BULL
Champion Reporter

The return of senior Theresa Bream
from her year-long practice with the
U.S. Olympic handball team has
provided a spark to the 1992-93 Lady
Flames basketball team.
After taking the year off, Bream
hopes to return her leadership, experience and strong rebounding to the
youthful Lady Flames.
When she played her last season
at LU in 1990-91, she led the team
in scoring with 11.2 points per
game; rebounding, with 10.8
boards per game and shooting percentage, at .457.
As a sophomore in 1989-90, she
led the team in rebounding with 9.6
boards and was third in scoring average with 11.6 points per game.
Although the one-year layoff has
decreased her strength and endurance,
Breams's basketball skills remain
intact. With conditioning, she feels

she should return to top form.
But through the first three games
of the season, opponents cannot
tell she is not playing her best.
In the Lady Flames Classic
held Friday and Saturday, Bream
was the team's leading scorer and
rebounder.
On Friday night against St. Peters,
she scored 13 points and grabbed 23
rebounds.
On Saturday in the championship
game shescored21 points and grabbed
11 rebounds while matched up against
a 6-foot-4-inch player from
Evansville.
Although she has returned to
the basketball team, it is her
college degree that she is pursuing.
She will graduate in May with a
degree in mathematics, a goal she
never lost sight of during the
Olympic practice.
"It was always in my plans to come
back to school," Bream said. "It

wouldn' t make a whole lot of sense to
go for three years and not finish."
After graduation, Bream will spend
the next three years training for the
'96 Olympics in Atlanta. She will be
competing against more experienced
players for a goalie position on the
handball team. The competition includes the two goalies from last year's
Olympic squad.
Bream originally gained Olympic
aspirations after setting almost every
career volleyball record at Liberty.
She first tried out for the women's
Olympic volleyball team but didn't
make it
Theresa Bream
However, the handball team Women's basketball player
was looking for good athletes to
train. Although she had never experience.
played team handball in her life,
In the future she has plenty of work
Bream was picked to be groomed for in order to reach the '96 Olympics.
the goalie position.
But with hard work, Bream feels she
After training for a year, Bream can make the transition from the nanever went to the Barcelona Olym- tional training team to the Olympic
pics because of her lack of game squad.

By BRIAN SPERLING
Champion Reporter

The signing of high school senior Erma Williams to a national
letter of intent should bolster an
already bright future for the Lady
Flames basketball team.
Williams, a 6-foot-l-inch post
player from Indianapolis signed
the letter of intent for the 1993-94
academic year.
She helped lead Ben Davis High
School to the state high school
final four in the playoffs as a junior. Davis High School finished
with a 24-3recordbefore losing in
overtime of the semi-finals.
Head Coach Rick Reeves is
excited about the chance to have
Williams join the lady hoopsters
next year.
"She comes from one of the biggest high schools in the state of
Indiana," Reeves said. "Ben Davis
usually will produce at least one
Division I player every year."
Williams, a two-year starter,
will be co-captain for Davis
this season. Davis Head Coach
Stan Benge feels that Williams
will be a big part of the team's
success this season.
"Erma has consistently improved every year she has
played basketball," Benge said.
"We expect great things from her

this season."
Reeves realizes her capabilities
from watching her in action and
can only project great strides from
this prospect
"Erma is a diamond in the
rough who has not reached her
potential yet," he said. "She is a
great athletic talent with good
strength, good mobility and good
jumping ability. She also plays
very good defense and blocks out
well. I believe she will keep getting
better and better."
On top of her athletic capabilities, Williams also excels in the
classroom. She scored a 980 on her
SAT's as a junior and also ranks
77th out of 872 students in her class
which impressed Reeves.
"I am especially pleased that she
is such a good student," Reeves
explained. "She will fit right into
the mold of the type of studentathlete that we are trying to bring to
Liberty."
Williams is excited about joining the Lady Flames next year based
on her visit to the campus earlier
this semester.
"I know she's thrilled about going
to Liberty University next fall,"
Benge said. "She came back after
her visit very excited about the
school, the students and the other
players."

Track dominates Radford meet
ByCHRISTIANNARININGER
Champion Reporter

The men's and women's indoor
track teams swept Radford in nearly
every event during Saturday's meet
Keith Woody led the men's team
with a strong showing in the field
events finishing: second in the long
jump—20'5, first in triple jump42*2", first in the high jump—6'0",
and first in the javelin—174'11".
Steve Keib finished first in the
discuss—136'3" and second in the
shotput-43'7".
The men swept the SSm hurdles
with Stephen Carroll, 8.22, Thayer
Redman, 8.36, and Aaron Wemer,
8.7S. Stephen Carroll also won the
300m hurdles in 41.04. Werner finished in 41.28 while Redman finished in 42.18.
Liberty men tookfirst,second, and
third places in the mile with Bill
Khan's 4:31.4, Dave McCombs'
4:36.8 and Jason Krull's 4:43.4.
Matt Council won the 55m in 6.64

and the 200m in 23.49. Keith Woody
took third in 24.27.
Mark Rexroth took second place in
the 1000m in atimeof 2:47.19.
Diane Martindale, Shauna Hutchinson, and Lisa Prantner took first,
second, and third respectively in the
women's high jump.
LU's Tina Moore finished first in
shotput-3r9",firstindiscuss-98'll",
and third in javelin-72'0".
Leeann Hayslett won the 55m
hurdles in 10.46, and the 300m
hurdles in 50.37. The 55m and the
200m were won by Fadhila Samuel in
7.49 and 26.5, respectively.
Esther Mills finished first in
the women's mile in a time of
5:41.7. Urlene Dick finished won
the 3000 in 11:13.5.
Dawn took a second place in the
1000m in a time of 3:12.29. Jenn
Reederfinishedthird in 3:17. 51.
The women's 4X400m relay (Hayslett, Prantner, Mihm and Samuel)
won with four seconds to spare.
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Wrestling team sinks Shipbuilders with 37-10 home victory
By PAUL KAMINSKI

gain competitive experience against
the division three Shipbuilders.
The Newport News Shipbuilders
Although the Flames did not use
sails were burned by the Liberty top wrestlers, the results were posiUniversity wrestling team as the tive as the team gained three falls, two
Flames claimed a 37-10 victory wins by points and three forfeitures.
Tuesday in the LU Multi-Purpose
LU's Scott Wall dominated the
Center.
match over Newport's Dave Barlow
Head Coach Don Shuler gave his and won by technical fall 4:15 into
second-string wresUers a chance to the 177-pound weight class match.

Champion Reporter

Matt Stacy defeated Dale Pasley
with a fall 4:36 into the match to
capture another victory for LU in the
150-pound weight class.
The Flames' Steve Black notched
another victory for LU with a win
over Newport's Lorenzo Branch 2:19
into the match in the 158-pound
weight class.
Paul Kaiser added another win to

Personal conduct

Baseball disgraces itself
Major League Baseball has again
embarrassed itself and raised questions about its sincerity concerning
problems that currently exist.
Both Cincinnati Reds owner Marge
Schott and former New York Yankees pitcher Steve Howe have caused
more trouble for the league than they
are worth to the game of baseball.
Both deserve to be treated the same
way a punter treats a football—give
them the boot.
Currently baseball's executive
committee has formed a special group
to investigate the allegations that
Schott used racial slurs against blacks,
Jews and Asians.
Personally, I see no need for an
investigation. She is a self-proclaimed
racist and should not hold her current
position of authority. How can anyone expect baseball to rid itself of
racism if an owner of a team holds
these views?
Former baseball commissioner Fay
Vincent saw many of the problems in
baseball, and I am willing to bet that
the reason he is out of baseball is
because he stood up for what is right.
Vincent recognized the lack of
minorities in baseball and urged
owners to hire more. However, the
owners could not fire him based on
this reason, so they waited for something as inane as his "best interests of
baseball clause."
The other embarrassment in baseball is Howe being allowed to return
to the league after his seventh drug or
alcohol related incident.
Vincent imposed a lifetime ban on
Howe, but it was overturned by arbitrator George Nicolau. Obviously,

j[Q

Mike
Gathman
Sports Editor

Sports Shorts
Nicolau feels baseball needs to sit and
wait for Howe to abuse the policy for
an eighth time.
In most businesses when an employee violates adrug policy, the result
is firing or at least forced treatment
until the violator has kicked the habit.
Not in baseball. The league gives
players too many chances to break the
rules. I can reasonably understand
giving players a second chance after
completing a drug rehabilitation program for several months.
These players and owners need to
remember the positions they hold.
They are influential in the lives of
millions of people who read about
them daily in the newspapers.
I can't help but think back and
wonder what former baseball commissioner A. Bartlctt Giamatti could
have done with the game of baseball.
If he imposed a lifetime ban on
Rose for gambling, do you think these
clowns in baseball today would stand
a chance of keeping their jobs? George
Steinbrenner, Howe, Schott and her
dog Schottzie II would all suffer from
the wrath of Giamatti.
In the future, we can only
hope another "Maximum Bob" type
owner takes over baseball. Until
then, we will have to suffer through
the embarrassments of people like
Schott and Howe!

bounced back to defeat the 34th
ranked St. Peters College.
After beginning the season on
Early in the season the team has
the road at Clemson with a loss,
survived with the strong play of
the men bounced back to defeat
Theresa Bream. Bream has led the
Marymount University on Saturteam in both scoring and rebounding.
day night
In the next month the Flames only
Although the men's team won by
play one conference opponent,
20, the concensus among both team
(Davidson on Dec. 12) so the team
members and Head Coach Jeff
will have time to work on it's offenMeyer is that the team still lacks
sive execution.
leadership and chemistry.
Throughout thefirstthree game the
The good news is that the team
Flames shooting percentage was not
still has one month before a Big
nearly as good as Head Coach Rick
South Conference game. During the
Reeves expects from his team.
next few weeks the team will strive
to achieve both on-court leadership
UNC-Greensboro 50, Liberty 48
and team chemistry.
UNC-Greensboro (50)
The positives from the start of the
Jones 0-0 0-0 0, Hereon 5-13 2-2 12. Wilson 4-12 3Haywood 5-9 2-413, Drake 0-3 0-0 0, Moore 4-8 0season include the team's 64-per- 411,
0 8. Zerger 2-61-2 1, Waller 0-21-2 1, dually 0-1 0-0 0,
0-0 0-0 0. Totals 20-54 9-14 50.
cent shooting percentage from the Caublo
Liberty (48)
Barrlngton 2-12 0-0 6, Thomson 0-60-0 0. Coleman
field during the Marymount win.

Women's Hoops
The women's basketball team
opened the season with a tough home
loss against UNC-Greensboro.
Although the team lost its first
Big South game of the year, it

4-92-210, Bream 5-143-713, While 2-91-1 5, Freeman
0-0 0-00, Hopkins 0-0 0-0 0, Fairfax 2-110-04, Coleman
3-9 0-0 8, Woods 0-0 2-2 2. Totals 18-70 8-12 48.
Greensboro 29 21 — 50
Liberty
25 2 3 — 4 8
Three point field goals — Liberty 4-13 (Barrlngton 23, Thomson 0-3, White 0-1, Coleman 2-6) Greensboro—
(Wilson 0-2, Haywood 1-1, Zeiger 0-1, dually 0-1)
Rebounds — Liberty 45 (Bream 15), Greensboro 46,
(Haywood 13) Date — Tuesday, Dec. 1. Attendance —
215

Sports Notebook
NFL game

Sports writers

Every Monday night at David's
Place the Monday Night Football
game is shown on the large
screen television.
This week's game features the
Los Angeles Raiders at the Miami
Dolphins.
Sign out in the dorm before leaving, and if the game runs past midnight, late passes will be given out.

The Champion is looking for
sports writers to join the staff
next semester.
Writers needed for features, game
stories and analysis. If you have an
interest in sports and writing, contact Mrs. Mazanec at 2128.
No experience is necessary. Will
train dedicated people willing to
broaden their horizons.

Sports Schedule
MEN'S BASKETBALL: At home on Saturday, Dec.
12. against AVCJCU College muting al 7:30 p.m. At
home on Friday, Dec. 18, againsi Covenant starting at
7:30p.m. On the road Monday, Dec. 2* through Wednesday, Dec. 30, at the Big bland Touroamenl at HawaiiHilo. On the road Tuesaday, Jan. 5, at VCU starting at
7:30p.m. Al home on Saturday, Jan. 9, against Coastal
Carolina starting at 7:30 p.m. At home on Monday, Jan.
11, against Charleston Southern starting at 7:30p.m. On
the road Wednesday, Jan. 13, against Wimhrop starting
at 7:30 p.m. At home on Saturday, Jan. 16, against
UNC-Greensboro starting at 7:30 p.m. On the road
Monday, Jan. IB, against Campbell starting al 7:30p.m.
At home on 'I nursday, Jan. 21, against UNC-Asheville
starting at 7:30 p.m. On Ihe road Saturday, Jan. 23,
against Coastal Carolina starting at 7:30 p.m. On the
road Monday, Jan. 25, against V.T. suiting at 7:30 p.m.
WOMEN'S BASKETBALL: Al home on Thursday,
Dec. 10, against Hast Tennessee Slab; starting at 7:30
pjn. At borne on Saturday, Dec. 12, against Davidson
starling at 3 p.m. At home un Thursday, Jan 7, against

Columbia Union starting al 3 p.m. On ihe road Saturday, Jan 9, against Coastal Carolina starting at 3 p.m.
On the road Monday, Jan. 11, against Charleston Southern starting al 7 p.m. At home on lliursday, Jan. 14,
againsi Wimhrop starting at 7:30 p.m. On the road
Saturday, Jan. 16, at VCU starting at 5 p.m. Al home on
Monday, Jan. IB, against Campbell starting al 7:30
pjn. At home on Saturday, Jan. 23, against Coastal
starting al 3 p.m.
WRESTLING: On Ihe road Monday, Dec. 28 through
Tuesday, Dec. 29 at ihe Sunshine Open in Florida. On
the road Saturday, Jan. 2, at the Peach Stale Duals in
Georgia. Al home on 'Thursday, Jan. 7, againsi Norwich
and l.uugwood starting at 1 p.m. Al home on 'Tuesday,
Jan. 12 agauist American University starting al 7 p.m.
At home on l-'iiday, Jan. 22, againsi William&Mary
starting al 7 p.m. On the road Saturday, Jan. 23, agauist
JMU starting al 7:30 p.m. On the road Tuesday, Jan. 26,
against VM1 starting at 7:30 p.m.
JNDOOK TRACK: Ihe teams will compete w Saturday, Jan. 23, at Virgina 'Tech starling at 10 a.m.

The final score was 5-3 in the 142pound weight class.
Arthur Whilakcr took the second
win for the Shipbuilders with a 17-5
victory over LU's Aaron Sarra in the
177-pound weight class.
The Shipbuilders took their
third and final victory in the
heavyweight division when Dave
Barlow beat LU's Dan Duncan 14-8.

Duncan, a former Flames football
player, wrestled for the first time in
his collegiate career.
LU's 118-poundcr Tri Nguyen,
126-poundcr Dave Homa and 134pounder Mike Castellana all won by
forfeitures.
The team will not compete again
until the Sunshine Open in Florida on
Dec. 28 and 29.

The Great Sports Debate
Traditional bowl system produces fair champions
By RON MUSCOLINO

the NFL.
There is an atmosphere to college
For the third year in a row, college football that is totally different from
football fans are being bombarded by professional football and other collescreams for a playoff format to be giate sports. School bands, homecomimplemented into college athletics.
ing kings and queens and other camPeople become upset over finishes pus functions are based on the Saturas 1990 when Georgia Tech and day college football game.
Colorado finished as co-champions
Second, if college football does
and in 1991 when Washington and switch to a playoff format, it will add
Miami finished in a deadlock.
to an already high-pressured atmosDo not believe everything about phere on college campuses. The young
why the bowl system should be aban- athletes and the coaches do not need
doned. There are five key reasons more pressure.
why the current bowl system should
The NCAA already has enough
stay in place.
problems keeping up with the schools
The first reason is tradition. The who can not function in a honest
bowl system has brought college manner. A playoff format means even
football this far, and it is one of the more pressure because of more games
few things that separates college from being played.
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Schools would then do whatever it
takes to make the playoffs. This would
cause many schools to give into the
temptation and give athletes more
breaks during the hectic playoff time.
Third, these college athletes already
play 11 to 12 games a year. If the extra
factor of practice time before, during
and after the season is added, the
results are a bunch of exhausted football players.
How are these athletes supposed to
do well in school when they have to
put in more time with football? It is
hard enough for these players to prepare for final exams, but with the
added games, the players would be in
more trouble academically.
Fourth, there is the topic of money.
This is one of the major reasons why

people want the playoff system.
There are millions of dollars to be
made with a playoff system, but there
is a major hitch in the process. That
hitch is the NFL. It already dominates
television airwaves during late December and January. There is no room
for a college football playoff system
on television. This fact would have
adverse affects on the amount of
money colleges could make.
The final reason is that the current
system produces a national champion
a large percent of the time anyway!
Much of the flak over the playoffbowl system is because in two recent
years there have been co-champions.
This is the extreme, and it will probably be a long time before it happens
again.

Playoff system should decide national champions
By BOB STURM
Champion Reporter

The cliche thai is used so frequently
when talking about ties is, "A tie is
like kissing your sister." So, a cynical
person like myself has to believe that
a tie for the National Championship
is like marrying her.
There is no room for dual championships in college football. Right now
it appears that the only way we will
have an outright champion this year
is if Miami continues in its unbeaten
ways. Otherwise, Texas A & M,
Alabama and Florida State will all
have a legitimate case for the championship. And most likely, the NCAA
will be making two championship

Big South Conference

Men's Hoops

the Flames score when he defeated
Newport's Joe Lock by a score of 142 in the 167-pound weight class.
Matt Kaminski took the final win
for the Flames as he downed
Newport's James Beckett by a score
of 7-1 in the 190-pound weight class.
The Shipbuilders Jamie Dcvanny
stopped LU's Josh Hackett to pick up
the first win of the meet for Newport.

trophies for the third year in a row.
Playoffs would be the best way to
solve the problem of dual championships because no team loses (contrary
to the bel iefs of academic gurus). An
eight-team playoff takes only three
weeks to play, and none of it would
run into a semester.
For instance, the teams could play
the quarter-finals on New Year's
weekend and keep the traditional
people happy with their Bowl games.
Then, the teams could play the semifinals on the next weekend (which
this year is Jan. 9 - 10). It wouldn't
interrupt the NFL's playoffs because
the college semi-finals couldbe played
during prime-time.

Basketball

fi^m

Men's weekly update •
Clemson 93, Liberty 68
Liberty (68)
Anthony 3-7 0-0 9, Bloom 3-5 0 0 7, Chapman 1 -4 00 2, Ferguson 4-8 2-311, Hildebrand 1 -6 2-2 5, Hunter 1 5 0-0 2. Nwosu 2-13 2-6 6. Robinson 3-4 0-07, Taylor 00 0-0 0, Thacker 1-1 0-0 2, Toomer 3-7 0-08, Williams 49 1-5 9.Totals 26-69 7-16 68.
Clemson (93)
Bovain3-11 4-4 11. Brown 4-7 0-0 9. Buckingham 121-2 3, Gray 7-12 3-5 17, Kelly 0-2 0-0 0, Martin 3-7 22 8, Morris 0-10-0 0. Tomera 0-0 0-0 0, Wallace, 10-11
1-3 21, Whitney 5-12 0 0 11, Wright 6-11 1-213. Totals
39-76 12-18 93.
Liberty
30 38 — 68
Clemson
50 43 — 93
Three point field goals—Liberty 9-23 (Ferguson 1 -3,
Chapman 0-2, Hildebrand 1 -3, Robinson 1 -2. Toomer 25, Hunter 0-1, Bloom 1-2, Anthony 3-5) Clemson —
Brown 1-2, Wright 0-1, Martin 0-3, Whitney 1 -6, Bovain 1 3, Kelly 0-1) Rebounds—Liberty 36 (Nwosu 11), Clemson
52, (Wright 12) Date—Wednesday, Dec. 2. Attendance
— 5.000

Liberty 93, Marymount 73
Marymount (73)
Kirby4-72-2 14, Anderson0-1 0 0 0 , Samoyk)5-15
7-8 19, Garnett 4-121-29, Smith 6-9 3-6 15, Wiggins 01 0-0 0, MacDonald 0-1 2-3 2, Kuhblank 1-2 0-0 2,
Spencer 0-1 0 0 0. Landis 0-0 3-4 3, Coto 4-61 -1 9.Totals
24-55 19-26 73.
Liberty (93)
Nwosu 8-9 10-15 26, Toomer 3-4 1-2 8, Ferguson 335-813. Hildebrand 5-82-314, Anthony 2-52-27, Bloom
1-10-0 2, Thacker 0-10-0 0, Robinson 2-51-2 5, Hunter
1-2 0-0 2, Taylor 1 -3 0-0 2. Chapman 1-21-2 3, Williams
5-7 1-2 11. Totals 32-50 23-41 93.
Marymount
35 38 — 73
Liberty
39 54 — 93
Three point Held goals — Liberty 6-15 (Toomer 1-2,
Ferguson 2-2, Hildebrand 2-3, Anthony 1 -4, Robinson 02, Taylor 0-2) Marymount 6-16 (Kirby 4-8, Samoylo 2-3,
Garnett 0-3, Kuhblank 0-1, Spencer 0-1) Rebounds —
Lfoerty 40 (Williams 10), Marymount 24, (Smith 7) Date
— Saturday, Dec. 5. Attendance — 2,380.

Women's weekly update
Liberty 69, St. Peters College 66
SL Peters College (66)
Massey 7-11 5-8 20, Collier 0-31 -2 1, Johnson 0-0 010.Shea 1-3 0-02, Lewis 1-10-02, Riley 1-11-53, Davis
4-55-713, Ryan0-71-31.Gertrude 5-74-414, Rogers
0-1 0-0 0, Jones 4-8 2-5 10. Totals 23-47 19-35 66.
Liberty (69)
Barrington 2-5 4-4 8, C. Thomson 1-8 0-1 3, R.
Thomson 1-5 2-2 5, G. Coleman 1-5 4-6 6, Bream 6-11
1-2 13, White 2-6 0-0 6, Hopkins 1-2 2-4 4, Freeman 00 0-0 0, Fairfax 2-8 2-5 6, D. Coleman 4-94-414, Woods
1-4 2-3 4. Totals 21-63 21-31 69.
SL Peters
34 35 — 69
Liberty
31 35 — 66
Three point field goals—Liberty 6-15 (C. Thomson 1 6. R. Thomson 1 -1, While 2-4, Coleman 2-4) St. Petersl 6 (Massey 1-4, Collier 0-1, Shea 0-1) Rebounds —
Liberty 53 (Bream 23), St. Peters 37 (Gertrude 8) Date —
Friday, Dec. 4. Attendance — 450.

Evansville 74, Liberty 66
Evansville (74)
Lange 1 -3 1 -2 3, Let ever 3-10 4-4 11, Cole 4-11 0-0
8,Deffendoll1-54-4 7,Blunk4-80-1 12, Johnston 1-200 3, Herman 1-8 2-3 4, Greis 13-20 0-0 26, Kajomowicz
0-0 0-0 0. Totals 28-67 11-14 74.
Liberty (66)
Barrington 3-12 1-2 7, C. Thomson 4-10 0-0 10, R.
Thomson 0-1 0-0 0,G.Coleman 6-102-2 14, Bream716 7-8 21, White 1 -3 0-2 3, Hopkins 1 -6 0-0 2, Fairfax 02 0-0 0, D. Coleman 2-7 3-4 9, Woods 0-1 0-0 0. Totals
24-68 13-16 66.
Evansville
27 47 — 74
Liberty
33 33 — 66
Three point field goals — Liberty 4-14 (Barrlngton 01. C. Thomson 2-5, White 0-2, D. Coleman 2-5. Woods
0-1) Evansville 7-12 (Lefever 1-4, Deffendoll 1-2, Blunk
4-5, Johnston 1-1) Rebounds — Liberty 41 (Bream 11),
Evansville 46, (Greis 13) Date — Saturday, Dec. 5.
Attendance — 526.

Our Christmas Gift To
You
Present us this ad and receive

10 % off
the purchase of our regular priced
Christmas items

Tom Jones Drugs

The teams could then play the
championship game on the third
weekend which falls on Jan. 16. If
all the adminstration members
would kindly refer to their desk
calenders, they will notice classes
do not start until Jan. 20. Therefore
the student-athletes will not miss
many classes.
This system generates more income
for the schools through gate receipts
and television revenue. At the same
time, al 1 the universities will be happy
since the student-athletes would only
be gone during Christmas break.
Finally, I will refer to Ron's point
of a playoff system, adding pressure
to the athletes. If anyone thinks the

pressure can be any greater on athletes than it is now, think again.
Already athletes play in front of
crowds as large as 100,000 and play
on national television. They alsocarry
the added pressure of their fans.
Pressure pushes athletes to perform
at a higher level. Without pressure,
athletes would probably just play for
fun and not keep score.
It is much sweeter to be a champion than a co-champion and never
have the chance to win the undisputed
crown by slugging it out on the field.
Instead, college football lets sportswriters, who have neyer_pl§yed a
college football game, decile the
champion. That is wrong!

LQQK
A new women's sport is being added to the
I athletic department starting with the 1993
I school year. Three sports are being
I considered including tennis, golf and
j softball. The athletic department wants to
I know which sport the student body is
I interested in seeing added.
Please fill out this form and return it
J through intra-campus mail in an envelope
I to the Athletic Department, C/O Chuck
I Burch, Hancock Building.
I
I

-Golf

•Softball

-Tennis

DIVERS WORLD INC
Lynchburg's
Dive Shop
Scuba Diving Classes Equipment & Trips
DIVING IS FUN, EXCITING!
&

INEXPENSIVE!
LEARN WITH YOUR FRIENDS!

"Making your Christmas
Bring this Ad in for a 10% discount on classes.
a little greener."

9608 Timberlake Rd.
239-0001
Delivery available for your convenience

Learn this winter &
be READY to GO!
PADI Certifying Agency
Lynchburg, VA (804) 239-4944
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LU graduate leads local team to championship
By BRANDIBARNUM

"I try to instill in the players how to
be a winner as a person. To become a
A Liberty graduate helped lift a better player, one must first become a
local high school basketball team to better person. We try to become a
prominence in the team's division, class act," Robey said.
winning six straight district champiRobey tries hard to gain the
onships.
respect of her girls and build a
Tracie Robey led the Brookville rapport with them.
High School girl's basketball team to
"In this business it is very imporsix district championships in a row. tant to practice what you preach. I try
The team won the district title this to be a good role model and to follow
year and went on to the regionals all the same training rules I expect
where the team eventually lost.
them to uphold—can't be hypocritiAlthough the team made it to the cal," Robey said.
regionals this year, the team has not
Robey is currently the head of the
always enjoyed such success. It has physical education, health and driver's
shown steady improvement over the education departments at Brookville
last eight years.
and has been teaching there for eight
"We are no longer the doormat of years. She received the job at
the district," Robey said. "The girl's Brookville after completion of her
programs were pretty bad off. The student teaching requirements at LU.
kids weren't getting the instruction
Upon completing her student teachthey needed."
ing, she served as a substitute teacher
Since 1986, the Brookville team at Brookville until the school offered
under Robey has accumulated an her a full-time position.
overall record of 142 wins and 46
Robey is also the head varsity baslosses. Fifteen of the losses were ketball coach. Previously, she had
during the first season Robey took been the volleyball coach, assistant
over the helm after graduating from track coach and head shot put and
Liberty in December 1985.
discus coach. She was also the assis"Our success definitely isn't tant basketball coach at Lynchburg
because of me. The girls have College for two years.
worked really hard. I tried to instill
Prior to Brookville, Robey attended
in them a willingness to work LU on a full basketball scholarship
hard," Robey said.
and majored in physical education
Not only has the team won, but five and health. She later received her
girls from Brookville, under Robey's certification in driver's education and
coaching, were given Division I or II minored in math.
scholarships.
Former LU coach and current

have another part to my life as well,"
Robey said. "The Lord works things
out for what's best in the long run."
Since Robey is so involved in
teaching and coaching, she uses this
part of her life to minister to those
around her.
"I put a lot of time into my coaching
and teaching. It is like an outreach. I
see my job as a ministry in itself. I'm
not only a coach, but a psychologist,
a parent and a counselor," Robey said.
Robey, originally from Lynchburg,
graduated from E.C. Glass High
School where she played basketball,
volleyball and ran track.
Now she is currently three classes
shy of completing her masters degree
in physical education at Lynchburg
College. But, she believes the professors at LU prepared her the most for
her job by showing interest in her as
a person. This interest in people is
what she tries to show to her student
athletes.
"They went out of their way to help
me. The field experience also helped
me a lot," Robey said.
In the future, Robey is content
where she is, but is still open to other
situations the Lord could lead her to.
"If a good opportunity to go on the
college level comes along, I would
look into it. I've had a few good
offers, but it wasn't worth it moneywise. But I am content where I am. I
set high goals and try to reach them,
but this doesn't make me any less
happy right where I am," Robey said.

Opinion Editor

file photo

LU graduate Tracie Robey talks strategy to her team during a game earlier this year while her
former coach, Linda Farver, looks on. Since accepting the head coaching job of the women's
basketball team, Roby has led the Bees to six straight district championships.
physical education professor Linda discovered that she had cancer in her
Farver tried to recruit Robey directly muscles and had to have exploratory
out of high school, but she chose to surgery. After taking a semester off,
attend Radford. After two years of the doctors told her she would never
playing basketball for Radford, she play ball again.
decided to transfer to LU. Farver is
The top layer of her trapezius
now the assistant basketball coach muscle was removed. However, she
under Robey at Brookville.
worked hard on her rehabilitation
While attending Radford, Robey work and made a strong recovery.

Robey later found out that her father also had cancer. He died a short
time later, and she transferred to LU
to be closer to her mother.
After the onset of personal tragedy,
Robey realized that there is a lot more
to life than just sports and teaching.
"I love sports and teaching, but
there is more to life than all that. I

Baseball coach uses athletics to reach lost world

By WENDI GIBBS
Champion Reporter

Head baseball coach Johnny Hunton recently visited Caracas,
Venezuela, for the third time to participate in a missions trip sponsored
by Unlimited Potential.
Unlimited Potential is an organization of ex-professional baseball players, and their Venezuelan mission
was to minister in the nation's schools.
The team ministered through base-

ball demonstrations such as hitting,
fielding and catching and then presented the gospel to the children and
their parents.
Hunton, who has also participated
with the group by traveling twice to
the Dominican Republic and once to
Hong Kong, estimated 1,000 people
heard the gospel message.
'Their attentiveness to the message was unbelievable," Hunton said.
"They were all so receptive."

The team's contact in Venezuela
was missionary Bill Cashion. Cashion contacted the various schools, and
the team was then allowed to give
testimonies and baseball clinics. The
team visited three schools per day.
"It is difficult to give an estimate of
how many people were saved," Hunton said. "When you give the invitation, a majority will respond, but only
through follow-ups can we determine
a true sense of how many people were

serious. If they do not fill out a card
for follow-up, we have no way of
contacting them again."
However, Hunton shared that there
have been many seeds planted in the
predominantly Catholic country.
"Several churches have been suirted
as a result of the mission teams sent
by UnlimitedPotential," Hunton said.
"However, Bible studies are usually
the most popular way of continuing
the growth in their Christian walk."

Although he emphasized the benefits received by the players who went,
Hunton also believed that the Venezuelans were able to enjoy the team.
"It is so exciting for the children to
have the chance to hear Christian
athletes give a testimony for Christ,"
Hunton said. "Baseball is such an
important part of their childhood. On
the other hand, the Venezuelan parents can' t bel ie ve that Americans care
so much about their children that they

would pay their own way to come and
spend time with the children. Venezuelan parents don't do that."
Hunton was said he would not
hesitate to go again next year. He said
it is an opportunity for Christians to
use their God-given talents to glorify
Him where the people are desperate
to hear the gospel.
"There is an open door for missionaries around the world right now,"
Hunton said.

Teams scramble for playoffs as NFL season nears end
By CHRIS BIESIADECKI
Champion Reporter

Denver Broncos
at Buffalo Bills
—This is a rematch of last year's
AFC Championship game. The Broncos have struggled so far this season
with the absence of quarterback John
Elway. On the other hand, the Bills
are coming in with hopes of clinching
the division. To accomplish this, the
Bills have to go for the big play and
hope the Broncos defense collapses
the same way it has all season. The
Broncos also do not play well on the
road. Head Coach Dan Reeves has to
wonder how this will affect the Broncos offense that has become useless
when out of Mile High Stadium. The
Broncos defense must try to keep the
Bills offense off the field as much as
possible.

New York Giants
at Phoenix Cardinals
—Of the 28 teams in football, these
two teams are the ones predicted to
have new coaches next season. The
Giants have been riddled with
injuries all season and are one of the
oldest teams in football. The
Cardinals are hoping to bring a winning team to Phoenix sometime before the year 2000. This game will
feature the only two teams in the NFC
East that won't be in the playoffs.
Look for both teams to try to run the
football often.

Atlanta Falcons
at Tampa Bay Bucs
—This is a game in which Tampa
Bay Head Coach Sam Wyche can see
how awful his offense is. Tampa Bay
is probably going to start third-stringer
Craig Erickson to see what the future
quarterback can do. The Falcons enter the game with the worst defensive
team in football and don't show any
sign of improvement. The Falcons
have to hope the offense can produce
some points and keep Santana Dotson and Broderick Thomas away from
their quarterback.

Cincinnati Bengals
at San Diego Chargers
—The Chargers could be in the playoffs for the first lime since 1982, and

this fact makes this game very important. On the other hand, the Bengals
are playing for pride. Look for David
Klingler to start at quarterback for the
Bengals. The Chargers defense enters the game ranked third in the
league. The Chargers are going to
throw everything at Klinglerand force
him into mistakes. The Chargers are
going to win this game with ease.

Cleveland Browns
at Detroit Lions
—The Detroit Lions arcn' t even going
to come close to post-season play like
many predicted. The team wishes the
season was already over, and the
Browns wish that there were a couple
more to get them into the playoffs.
This game is a contest of two opponents which had higher expectations
for the season. Neither team should
expect to dominate, but the Lions
need to win at home where the team
never lost last year.

Indianapolis Colts
at New York Jets

Eagle offense to have a productive
game and stay in the wild-card hunt.

—This is a battle of two teams going
home for the post-season. Both of
these teams are fighting for next
season's draft picks. The Jets are
coming into this one with career
ending injuries to two of the team's
players. This has to be in the back of
the Jets minds. The Colts are coming
off some big victories this season and
hope that Jack Trudeau can continue
the winning ways.

Pittsburgh Steelers
at Chicago Bears

New England Patriots
at Kansas City Chiefs

—This is a game of two teams headed
in opposite directions. The Steelers
bring the top running back in the
league to face a defense that has been
non existent lately. Niel O' Donnell
should be back for the Steelers, and
this should provide yet another
weapon for the offense. The Bears are
just hoping tofinishthe year without
anymore harassment from Mike
Ditka. Many Bear fans hope this
will be Ditka's last year at the helm.
Look for the Steelers to win.

—This game will give the Chiefs a
much needed victory to stay on top of
the weak AFC West. The key to the San Francisco 49ers
Chiefs winning this game relies on
which Dave Krieg decides to show at Minnesota Vikings
up. This season he has played some —This has to be one of the better
games like an all-star while other
times he has been terrible. The Patriots come in expecting to give as much
experience to the young rookie quarSports
terback as possible. Look for the
^ ~A- Editor
Chiefs to control both sides of the ball
and walk away with an easy victory.

gamesof the season.Both teamscould
possibly win the respective division
titles this week. The San Francisco
49ers will face the team's last game
against a big opponent. The following weeks the 49ers face Tampa Bay
and Detroit. The 49ers are coming in
with the number-one rated offense
and the top-rated quarterback with
Steve Young. On the other hand, the
Vikings have ridden the backs of
the team's defense this season. The
squad is still looking for a consistent
effort from its offense to ease the
pressure.

Lorenzo White. The Packers desperately need all the wins the team can
manage to help the playoff drive.
Look for the Packers to rely heavily
on the arm of Bret Favre and the
underrated defense to keep the game
close. The Packers should come away
with a late victory.

Los Angeles Raiders
at Miami Dolphins

Green Bay Packers
at Houston Oilers
—The Oilers need this victory to stay
in playoff contention, and even the
Packers still have slim playoff hopes.
The Oilers will still be riding the arm
of Cody Carlson and the running of

Super Six

—This is a game that pits two of the
more popular teams in football. The
Dolphins are looking for a playoff
berth with a victory. The one thing
that hasn't changed with the Dolphins—Dan Marino still carries the
team. The thing that never changes
for the Raiders is that the team has no
reliable quarterback. Look for the
Dolphin defense to pressure the Raider
quarterback into mistakes which
means turnovers.
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New Orleans Saints
at Los Angeles Rams

—The Saints are hoping to stay on
track with the 49ers and contend for
the NFC West title. The Saints running game has been stagnant of late
and will try to get on track against the
undersized defensive line of the Rams.
The Rams arc looking for respectability as the season is starting to wind
down. The Rams have no chance at
post-season play and are hoping to
Dallas Cowboys
play the spoiler. Saints quarterback
at Washington Skins Bobby Hebert and company should
—This is a classic NFC match-up roll to another victory.
between two old-time rivals. The
Cowboys come in playing for Philadelphia Eagles
home-field advantage throughout
the playoffs. On the other hand, the at Seattle Seahawks
Redskins come in playing for an —As Dick Vitale would say, "This is
NFC wild-card spot. Both teams are cupcake city, baby," for the Eagles.
heavily dependent on the running The Seahawks come into the game as
game. When Emmit Smith carries the the worst team in football. The team
ball 20 times or more, the Cowboys is presently in a battle with the Patrihave not lost in three seasons. The ots for the top draft pick in next
Cowboys have beaten the Redskins at season's draft. The Eagles come into
RFK the past three years. For the this game with playoff implications
Redskins to win this one, the team on the line. Philadelphia has struggled
must keep the pressure off quarter- lately and will be glad to see this
game has finally arrived. Look for the
back Mark Rypicn.

D e n v e r Broncos
at Buffalo Bills

Pittsburgh Steelers
a t Chicago Bears

Cincinnati Bengals
at San Diego Chargers

Indianapolis Colts
at New York J e t s

Pam
Walck
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Robbie Hiener prepares for the Living Christmas Tree's performance of "Whiter Than Snow" during a dress rehearsal held last Thursday. More than 300 people are participating in the production
which draws people from across the Eastern U.S. The Christmas Tree continues through this weekend with performances Friday, Saturday and Sunday.
t

Whiter Than Snow'

Lights, camera...
By ROSS PERKINS
Champion Reporter

With more than 10,000 specially programmed lights used in the Living
Christmas Tree atThomasRoadBaptistChurch.manyconsiderthechurch's
annual production comprabable to most off-broadway shows according to
Alex Von Sayer, technical director for the "Living Christmas Tree."
This year, approximately 9,000 lights, all imported from China, are used to
light the tree alone. In addition, more than 300 stage lights were placed on the
ceiling of the TRBC sanctuary. It took a crew of 11 workers a total of 200
hours to prepare since each system is set up on individual computerized
programs.
In 1965, when Alex Von Saher started working in technical theatre, the
lighting systems he designed required the use of aluminum wrap and industrial vegetable cans.
Now, the 10,000 specially designed lights illuminating The Living Christmas Tree far surpass the archaic methods formerly employed in such a
production.
Von Sayer considers the production on par with professional theatre. He
hopes to make the production more than a, "typical church production."
Workers move into place the many panels that cover the metal
For example, Von Sayer spent more than 350 hours searching for the tree
frame of the tree. The traditionally green tree was changed to the lights that would meet the tree's needs. The 9,000 lights imported from China
white one.
are controlled by an independent computer system. The 300 stage lights seen

adorning the ceiling of the church are on yet another automated system.
Von Sayer considers lighting the single factor that can influence the show
based on its design. "Lighting sets the background for expression. It doesn't
matter if the actor or singer is a professional, bad lighting can make for a bad
show. Good lighting facilitates expression."
And good lighting takes work. Preparing for the production required a staff
of 10 plus Von Sayer, working nearly 200 hours to set up the lights.
The lighting crew includes: Billy Budd, Tasha Foreman, Richard Dunn,
Oliver Pfau, Jason Schonfeldcr, Londa Rorcr, Matt Kerrick, Mike Elliot,
Edward Von Saher and Charles Spencc.
Budd, in his first year working with the production said, "We worked for two
days straight with barely any sleep. Even the singers helped set up. People
don't realize the amount of work that goes into this." The sleeping bags on the
pews indicate where the workers caught a few winks during the set-up.
Concerning the technical aspects of the show, Von Sayer emphasizes the
artistic side of light design. "You can give people the tools to work with, but
you can't teach them the art of lighting. It's like giving someone a brush and
canvas. They can paint, but can they sec the depth, the color coordination, the
mood?"
All three make The Living Christmas Tree the technical production rivaling
professional theater, but the tree offers more than lighting. It is the story of
Christmas.

Above: Workers prepare the
control boards for the 10,000
lights that illuminate this year's
performance. Far right: A view
from the top catches workers
placing the lights on the white
Christmas tree. Right: The
orchestra prepares for the
performance in the orchestra
pit directly in front of the stage.
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